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EXPANSION of elementary and high schools In
DIRECTOR
Kentucky and the construction of new ones has alinost
ADULTS 77
come to a halt, because of the state's limit of six per
NEWBORN 3
JUNE 20, 1969
cent on bonds which are sold to finance this construction.
ADMISSIONS
Few school districts have the funds to initiate construction on their own and find it necessary to sell
Mrs. Nancy Droke,902 College
WOUNDED AWAIT AlitilfT-South Vietnamese soldiers conCourts, Murray; Mrs. JesSie
bonds. What funds these districts have can be used to
sole wounded comrades while waiting for arrival
of helicopRogers, VA North 16th, Murray;
ters to airlift them to a base hospital. The
pay off bond issues_
troops battled
Joseph Boggess, Rte, 4, Murray:
Viet Cong forces in Kien Hoe Province
In a meeting last week in the city school system, it
where U.S. fith
Division is pulling out.
(Radiophoto)
was pointed out that the system will have approximately
• DISMISSALS
$115,000 annually with which to pay off bonds and inHoward Steel, Rte. I. Murray;
terest on a bond issue of nearly $2,000,000.
S. Parker of Louisville, two lots; Ruth Horn, 406 South 9th, MurFrom The Daily Post-Athenian, Athens, Tenn
This is well and good, however the likelihood of sellEdward J. Williams and Joyce ray; Miss Clara Eagle, 1206
ing school construction bonds is almost nil since bonds
Williams of Sikeston, Mo., one Olive St., Murray; Mrs. Linde
lot; Philip Piazza and Isabell Kaye Eldridge, POMO Trallor
are drawing interest rates of over six per cent.
Fly Barrow and Loretta
table and grab the spotlight.
than not, when Johnson finished
Governor Nunn- is presently under pressure to call Barrow to Lorraine Humphrey Piazza of Chicago, ill., two lots; Court, Murray; Norton Foster,
Humphrey developed a sure- reading or delivering a prepared
Melvin L. Barron and Mary Barr- Rte. 1, Hazel; Clarence R. Stuand
Anna
Frances
Humphrey; lot on
the General Assembly into special session to review this
fire gag. When and if he was speech, he would end it with an
of Lasalle, Mich., two lots; bblefield, Rte. 5, Murray; Heron old Murray aid Pine Bluff
introduced as speaker of ,the oratorical thunderclap; then take
problem.
Clarence E. Savage and Gloria bert Hill, Rte. 1, Hazel; llozzell
Road.
evening, he would devote the off his glasses and lean forward
S. Savage of Morehouse, Mo., Jones, lll North 9th St., Murray;
Unless the state limit is raised, school bond issues
D. C. Steele and Vinnie Steele
By MERRIMAN SlifrIlf
first toter of five minutes to be the podium to add an extemCharles Wyatt, Rte. 5, Benton;
can not be sold. Four bond isues have failed in recent to James B. Underhill and Betty two lots.
UPI White House Reporter
wisecracks and topical gags.
-Smithwood Development Corp., Brandon Morgan, 105 Forley He.
poraneous postcripts which soJ. Underhill; one acre in Calla
weeks because of this interest limitation.
metimes ran as long as the preInc., to Roger D. Warren or Gail Benton; Cecil Orten, Rte. 2,MurWASHINGTON UPI - Backstai- Then, with great deliberation pared spy,itself.
We believe that this problem should get immediate way County.
Warren of Lexington, two lots; ray; Evon Burt, Rte. 1, Lynn GroCalloway County Land Comhe would look at his wristwatch.
rs at the White House:
4
William E. Jaeger andGenevieve ye:
attention from the Governor and General Assembly, so pany,
Inc., to Jessie E. Drew Jaeger
At Washington banquets honor- The Secret Service told me,"
of Westmont, Ill., one
that this interest rate limitation can be raised.
and Dorothy G. Drew of South
ing a chief executive, there sel- Humphrey would say, "that if
lot; Mario Borghesi of Chicago,
As it stands now new construction in high schools Roganue, Ill.; lot at Pine Bluff
dom is more than one toast dur- he was not here by ten o'clock,
one lot; Junes W. Mullins
ing the evening - "To the Pres- he was not coming. It is now
and elementary schooLs will be nearly halted with about Shores Subdivision.
and Louise Mulliris of Martin,
Pat Ross and Mary C. Ross
five minutes after ten so I suppTenn., one lot; Willard C. Pres- by United Frees International ident of the United States."
the only contrucUon coming in areas where sufficient
to Thelma Balfour and Irenej
Today is Tuesday, June 24, At a recent hotel banquet, both ose it is safe to gd ahead with
ley
and
Audrey
J.
Presley
of
construction funds are Available.
Balfour of Southfield, Mich.; lot
--'
Indianapolis, Ind, two lots; Will- the 175th cloy of 1969 with 1 President Nixon and Vice Presi- my speech."
on Iran Cobb Road.
dent Spiro T. Agnew were present
iam H. Powell and Mable A. Pow- to follow.
Hall McCuiston and WilmaMcThe moon is between the first which is somewhat unusual since
Goes To Work
ell of Nashville, Tenn., two lots.
CuLstoo to Dewey Lampkins and
quarter and new phase.
they tend to split up the duty
Ruby Lampkins; lot on South 6th Smithwood Develop
ment Corp., The morning stars are Mer- when it comes to non-state fun- Then he would reach into an
Street.
Inc., to Orville E. Schroeder and cury, Venus and Saturn.
ctions outside the White House. Inside Jacket pocket,. pull out a
By uNITED Mesa INTERNATIONAL
Gene Steely and Max M. Sykes Edith S. Schroeder of
The evening stars are Mars To make the occasion
Valley
even sheet of paper and go to work
and Jupiter.
to Kenneth E. Harrell, Ellen Ha- Station, two lots; Charles
more unusual, Agnew was called - usually with a send off of
N. Land
On this day in history:
rrell, and James Edward Harr- and Agnes F. Land of Mometile
on to speak ahead of his boss. explosive laughter.
, In 1497, explorer
•WASHLNGTON - Retiring Chief Justice Earl Warren, speaking ell; deed of
John Cabot
correction to lot in
two
lots;
James
Ingram
and reached the shores of North This sort of thing puts a ticklish
ate ceremony 111'1r:tick kis successor,Warren Burger, was sworn Gatesborough Estates.
In a closely related field, NixAudrie J. Ingram of Centerline,
task before a vice president. He
America. It was his 47th birth- cannot
Keith Kennedy and Edwin Stam- Mich., two lots; Frank
on much prefers to speak without
afford
to
be
too
J.
Zbongood
for
. . . We the court do not always agree. I hope the court will ps to Earl Gordon and Doris
fear of mailing matters difficult prepared text, but when he does
call and Elaine E. Zboncah of day.
never agree on all things. If it ever agreed on all things, I am sure Gordon; Piz acres on Highway
In 1665, Thomas Willett be- for the
94, Chicago, ill., two lots; George
President, and yet he can- work from a text, he usually
that its virility will havebeensappedbecause it is composed of nine
came the first mayor of New
Hugh Waldrop and Burr Wald- R. Weaver and Aline
not be purposely dull lest it sticks quite closely to the preWeaver York City.
iadependent men who have no one to be responsible to except our own rop to John T.
Phillips; lot in of Water Valley, one lot; Robert
detract from the administration. pared document and when he comconsciences."
In 1948, Russia blockaded the
Burr Waldrop Subdivision.
es to the end- he quits.
W. Yook of Huntington, West
western ones of Berlin, bannE. S. Roberts and Thelma Rob- Va., two lots.
This is a marked change from
Hit Delightful Balance
MIAMI - A firemen describing the destruction brought by a cargo erts to A. W. Owen
ing
traffic
rail
all
and
road
to
and Pauline Smithwood Development Corp.,
the Johnson technique. LBJ did
pLane which crashed in a Miami business area:
Germany
and
West
from
and
Owen; lot in William Warren Sub- Inc., to Irene E. Zboncah
of setting the stage for the "Ber- But Agnew was tm to the chore not like prepared texts any more
-It looked like the aftermath of a World War II bombing raid division.
and hit a delightful balance. Amo- than Nixon, but he used them
Chicago,
111.,
one
lot;
Delton
lin Airlift."
on London."
John W. Brandon and Helen L. C. Roland and Ada
ng other things, he said, "Of more frequently than the current
M. Roland
1040,
In
under
the
code
name
Brandon to Leo Incha and Bessie of Indianapolis,
Ind., one lot; "Trish", more than one-half course , it is all right for me White House occupant. With this
WASHINGTON - HEW Secretary Robert H. Fllidt&ati.fying before Macha; lot
on Rob Mason Road, Clarence A. Walls and
Lessie billion dollars was transported to drink to the President -he told difference, however - more often
a "House committee on federal efforts to MAIM desegregation:
Layvel, Hess, Harold, and Hel- J. Walls of Burns,
Tenn.,
two from England to Canada in the me so."
-We do uot have to go in with an ax. We elitesd should use a en Darnell to Albert L. Dochins
lots; Kenneth P. Eioettin and Kar. face of a possible Nazi invasAgnew, however, does not have
scalpel,'and work with the leadership in tbe eineassity."
and Elizabeth Ann Dochins of en A. Boettin of
Milliallinleilinlinlinliaislillitillinallillisillnillilleilleillienia
to suffer in doubt as did his preChicago,
ion.
Sikeston, Mo.; property in Calla three lots; Igo
D. Yoder arid
A thought for the day - decessor, former Vice President it
SAN DIEGO, Calif- Marine Commandant Gen. Leonaxd Chapman way County.
Martha J. Yoder of Higland, Ind., Irvin Cobb said in a letter of Hubert H. Humphrey who acceptcommenting on Students for a Democratic Society and other groups
Lonnie A. Mayberry and Mary three lots; Billie
G. Proctor instructions to be read after his ed many banquet engagements
that use disruptive tactics:
Ann Mayberry to Charles Cuthe and Verde M.
iA
Proctor of Val- death . . . "Folds of black crepe not knowing whether he would
"Like our enemy in Vietnam they fought a guerrilla war. They, Nesbitt and Gracie Nesbitt;
lot in paraiso, Ind., two lots.
never ministered to the memory be the main speaker or whether, w
too, have freedom of movement and the advantage of doing battle Sha-Wa Circle Subdivision.
at the last minute, former Pres- w
of the departed."
when and wtere they choose."
..
Nathan Sam Dougherty, Jr.,
ident Lyndon B. Johnson would w
w
and Judy Young Dougherty of
Come striding down the head a
Tullahoma, Tenn., to Linde Riley
V
and Irene M. Riley; lot in Faira
view Acres Subdivision.
V
Nolan ietton and Lottie Jetton
•
V
to Galen C. Fain and Avanelle
G. Fain; lot in Dawn Heights
✓
✓
Subdivision.
The word of God abtdeth in you,anci ye have overcom
e the wicked
Lakeland
,
Inc.,
Richard
to
D,
one.- 1 John 2:14.
Crysler and Madolyn E. Crysler
That is why you have overcome, Saturate yourself
with that word, of Friendswood, Tens; lot in
a Little every day.
Panorama Shores Subdivision.
Charles E. Hale and Eva Hale
MGMpesents Mann Resaltoffs Produce:0 al
to Wayne Wilson andJean Wilson;
lot in Plainview Acres Subdivis•
ion.
Shellie B. Lamb to David E.
Lamb and Janet Lamb; lot in
SirePaa Mesecon
gab
E. B. lrvan Addition.
Jerry Max Ford and Linda
Rose Ford to Margie Paschall,,
lot on South 8th Street,
Charles Windsor and Martha
Windsor to William H. Valentine
and Gladys L. Valentine; lot on
Highway 94.
Bobby R. Johnson and Sara
Jatuison to Owen Norsworthy and
Leta Norsworthy; lot in Plainview Acres Subdivision.
Jimmie Ann Collie of Charlesst
ton, S. C., to Jerry Max Ford
*
WARRE
N
BEATTY
and Linda Rose Collie Ford; lot
at North 10th and Olive Streets.
* FATE DUNNAWAY
J. W., Irene, Robert, andJanie
Young and Lakeland, Inc., to Joe
* ESTELLE PARSONS
Pat Barnett and Jane Marie Barnett; lot in Westwood Subdivision.
Retus Tabers and Lula Tabers
Features at:
to Clydie Collie and Dorothy Coll2:00, 730 & 9:40
ie; six acres in Calloway County.
Bobbie Garrison to CalvinSpaAdmission: 1.50 & 1.66
on and Mary Louise Spann, lot in
•
City of Murray.
R. V. Rose and Ann E. Rose to
YLEASE NOTE!! ...
MOON SOOT--This is tlrlunar overshoe that Apollo 11
'POPE LANDS IN GENEVA —Pope Paul VI walks from his - Larry L. Cherry and Pamela K.
"Where Eagles Dare"
astronauts will wear during their scheduled walk, en the
plane after a flight from, Rome to Geneva. Switzerland. to
Cherry, lot in Panorama Shores
originally scheduled to
Moon. It fits over both the thermal meteoroid garment boot
Join Proastant mina Orttiodox church leaders' in prayers for
Subdivision.
start Wednesday
and the space suit boot The boot has a hard outer shell
has
Christian unity and to address the International Labor Orbeen cancelled and will
with a liner and insulation. That's Apollo ;1 astronaut Neil
ganization on its 50th anniversary Behind him are (from
Smithwood Development Corp.,
be rescheduled at a
Armstrong's foot during a practice session at the Manned
left, Claude Ketterer. mayor or Geneva; David A. Morse of
Inc., to Kenneth Mache and Joyce
later date.
Spacecraft Center in Houston, Tex
New York, ILO director general; an unidentified man. and
Noche of Rantoul, III. one lot;
Ludwig Von Moos. president of Switzerland ,Cabhptor,
Emmett E. Parker and
Elizabeth
'
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TEEMS - MURRAY, KENTUCKY

'BASEBALL ROUNDUP-

Merchants Win
Seventh Game

National Law.

theme's last two runs.
Smashes Tereatso Heater
By PRIM WWII
Pinch-hitter Jim Price smashUPI Sports Wrther
ed reliever Steve Hamilton's
The Murray Merchants BaseManny Motes batting
first pitch into the upper deck
ball Team behind the slugging
age is M 336 and
in led field for a two-rua hoflint,
of Jimmy Felts and pitching of
as fast as the Los
Angeles Degg mer with one out in the ninth
• era' National League
Don Lee overpowered Western
Inning
'het
gave the Tigers
penman
hopes.
Kentucky Vocational 23-3 in a
their eider/ ever the Yaakass.
The 11-7eeroid °Wielder, ersce. Weft for am Cash,
Twins-State league game at City
who ham hit a total el ID ho- who had threebeto,
park Sunday. Murray got all the
hemmed
mers daring eight easier
runs they needed in the first
liter Al Kan*. ebb Ilia Vim
Magus seasons, admits he doesn't hits, reached third 4111
inning when they exploded for 11
Ibabi
"try to hit the long hall" and Cox' three-baste thnewlegilife
runs, The win upped Murray's
r:
just tries "to get good wood Willie Horton had two rusibetleague record to 5-1 and their
NEW YORK UPI - For a felloat
on the ball." That's some kind ted in for the Tigers and
overall record to 7-2.
Bill
considers himself a part,of wood ke's geting on it tic-. Robinson drove in two
This la the 1922 Isles owned by Howard Brandon that
Felts hit three homeruns and
for the
pro
S.
U.
the
member
of
e
.435 Wood in 13 goatee with the Yankees.
drove in 7 runs. Murray's 17 hit./ won first place in Its class of the Mid America, Antique Car
Ronnie King who previously
Gary
African
If
tour,
South
Dodgers.
Show held In Morrilton, Ark, ever the weekend. The event
Rick lteicharch, .Rre Spencer signed a pro baseball contract layer is reaping rewards beATLANTA UPI - Both head attack was led by Louis Schweizwas hold at Antique Car Museum on Petit Joan Mountain.
Kota, acquired from the and Joe Aseue had three hits with the Seattle Pilots proved fitting a full-time participant. coaches in the All-America foot- er, Wally Andzel, and Felts all of
Montreal Expos two vreeb ago, each and Sandy &tomer htt a he could once bee major leaguer. Player left the tour a,fter Sun- ball game Saturday indicate they them had three hits. Danny Potts
Mt his first homer of the sea- first inning imicle-the-perk boIn the camp on& Friday,King's day's closing round of the Kem- don't have any worries at quar- and Andzel also had homers. Lee,
the winning pitcher, allowed just
son and a seeing-eye single to mer to pace the Angels over teem lost a lour to two decision, per Open at-ittlanta but before terback.
drive in three runs Monday the Twins. The Angels, who but Ronnie got two hits and drove departing be Picked up a check
three hits while striking out nine
East
Coach
Joe
Patcrno
of
were
assigned extra batting in the only two runs fork/steam.
night and lead the Dodgers to
place Penn State said after i&nday's In the:5 inning game.
third
$8,050
his
for
of
' a 5-2 victory over the Atlanta practice before the game by One was a double with the bases finish
This sets the stage for next
workout he's got two field geneBraves. The victory was the Manager Lefty Phillips, pound- loaded and his other hit was a
Sundays
showdown with Paducah
pushed
paycheck
rals
The
Kemper
of
equal
ability.
Dodgers' seventh straight and ed out 14 hits and shelled Dick single.
Sheppards. Stieppards gave Murtotal earnings for the current
his
"Marty
Columbia
Domres
of
Woodson
from
the
mound
in the
Increased their lead to 1%
His bid to make it to the minors Professional Golfers Associa- and Buster O'Brien of Richmond ray its only league defeat 6-4.
games over the Braves in the second inning.
spoiled wben Ronnie slid into tion tour to $89,006 - a personal will both play a lot," Paterno Both teams are currently tied for
was
Tony Oliva, with a perfect 4NL's Western Division.
second
base and hurt his knees. career record.
said. "They're quick, have good first place in the league with 5-1
for-4 performance, had a hoCubs Ede* Pirates
He bas Isad trouble with his
Player's best previous year arms and drop back real well. records. The game will be played
mer,
two
doubles
single
for
and
The Chicago Cul* egged
The Mid America Antique
knees for the last few years on the tour was in 1965 when be The only difference between them at Murray's City park Sunday at
-till the Twhos.
Pittsburgh Pirates, 5-4, the CinCar Show was held from June
but has never bothered to tell earned $69,964 and won the U.S. seems to De in their size." 2:30.
cinnati Reds defeated the San
19-22 at the Antique Car Muanyone because of his great love OPen.
Domres is 6'4" and 215 pounds,
Diego Padres, 5-0, and the Etrie
123 45 R H.E seum on Petit Jean Mountain
for baseball.
Gene Littler, season-long lead- while O'Brien stands 5'11" and
non Astrus drubbed in.
West. Ky. Vocat. 000 12 3 3 4 at Morrilton, Ark.
Ronnie was taken out of the er in the earnings race didn't weighs in at 188.
Francisco Giants, 9-3 in Aar
Murray
(11)32 7x 23 17 0
ballgame
be
after
was
injured.
mancompete
Kemper
but
the
in
Kansas
Pepper
Rodgers
The museum is located on
Coach
games. St. Louis at Montreal
Reports are that Ronnie said"oh aged to hold his lead with $102,- said he was "real pleased" with
Winrock Farm owend by Gov.
was rained out.
Ma I've failed, how can I face 138. Player moved into second the way both of his West quarterand Mrs. Winthrop Rockefeller.
Mote put the Dodgers in
my friends at home".
Over four hundred car enthusplace. Lee Trevino was third backs - Bobby Douglass of Kansas
AMERICAN LEGION
front, 3-1, in the third inning
The pro-scout is reported to with $85,329 and Billy Casper and Edo Hargett of Texas ALM
iasts were invited to attend the
PLAYS TONIGHT
when he homered over the left
have looked at Ronnie and grinned fourth with $79,254.
The Murray American Le- show as guests of Gov. and Mrs.
- looked.
.
field fence after a single by
saying "Ron you have come a lot
Dale Douglass, winner of the
Even without 0. J. Simpson gion Baseball Team masts Rockfeller.
pitcher Don Sutton. Rico Carty
farther than most kids could Kemper, moved into fifth place in the Lineup, Rodgers said he Sikeston, Mo. tonight at 7:30
Mr. and Mrs. Howard. Brantied the score at 2-2, with a
Nationel Lames
don of Murray attended the Pictured Is Mrs. Howard
dream of, and you are not finish- with $78,617. The victory in the still thought he had a good crop p. m., at Holland Stadium.
Imam in the sixth, but George
Base
show taking their 1922 Essex (Roth) Brandon In her 1902
Maas balked home the tieW. L. Pet. OS ed. When your knees get better Kemper meet was worth $30,000. of running backs.
ylaich
won first place -in its wedding gown which she. me- _-....-yenr11--ber
back.
not-letting
-Pm
tweaking run in the ementh aid Chittgo
'
'- Eugene 'Mercury' Morris of'
43 25 .11311
.;;;;" Brandons now have deled at the Mid America Arsclass.
The
a
good
ballplayer
young
like you
Mot& singled home one run and New York 3635 663
ROGGENBURK SOLD
West Texas, Bill Enyart of OreHem Car Show held in Morrilseventy antique cars.
scored another in the ninth.
Pitts.
38 33 AEI 7% go because of a little injury."
-gon State and Ron Sayers of NebCars from all over the Unit- ton, Ark., over the weekend.
When Ronnie got ready to come
Sutton raised his record to St Louis
32 35 .476 10%
raska are all outstanding running
She placed first for her cita• 11-5 with the help of three Phila.
38 37 .413 .14% back to Murray on Saturday,
BOSTON UPI - Lefthander Ga- ed States were entered in the tions*.
backs," he said.
show.
scoreless innings of relief by Montreal
tears
were
drippiog
from his
18 46 .261 23
Simpson won't be playing in rry Roggenburk was sold by the
In the special costume diviJim Brewer while Stone ad-weeyes, as he entered the hospital
the All-America game because Boston Red Sox to the Seattle sion Mrs. Brandon modeled a
faced his second detest.
W. L Pct. GB there, all he ever said was"don't
Pilots
Monday
for the waver 1903 Wedding gown with all the
he is involved in stalled conRon Santo's sacrifice fly scor- Los Ang.
40 26 .606 - worry Coach, I'll be tack if it
tract negotiations with the Buff- price of $20,000. Roggenburk, accessories. Her cost= won
ed Don Ressinger with one out Atlanta
39 28 682 1% takes everything I've got, or 11
0-1, was the losing pitcher in first place.
alo Bills.
in the ninth inning to give the San Fran. 36 31 .537 454 I have to „crawl". The scout is
NEW YORK UPI -Major league
Paterno's standout in the runn- the Red Sox' 5-4 defeat to the
Mr. and Mrs. Brandon have
Cubs their 10th straight vic- Cincinnati 33 29 .632 8
reported to have replied, "there attendance for the 1969 season ing !Sack department was the late- Yankees on Sunday.
attended many other antique
tory over the Pirates at Wrig- Houston
36 36 .300 7
goes a man not a young toy". soared to 10,637,400 Sunday when arriving Frank Quayle of Virgincar shows and Mr. Brandon is
ley Field. Phil Regan, who shut SSA Diego 26 47 356 17%
it record for a Sunday was estab- ia.
especially known for his hobby
out the Ptrates on two hits durManday's Results
lished as 394,008 fans attended
"Frank is extremely quick,"
of collecting antique cars.
ing the lest 3 3-3 inning, won Las Ang. 5 AUante 2, night
seven doubleheaders and five sin- he said. "He looked good out
TAYLOR OUT
• his eighth game against five Cinc 5 San Diego 0, night
gle games.
there today and should help us."
losses while Bruce Dal Canton Chicago 5 Pittsburgh 4
SIGNED CONTRACTS
Commissioner Bowie Kuhn's However, Paterno wouldn't prelost his first game after five St. Louis at Montreal, ppd., rain
office pointed out that the Sunday dict a winner in the game. Althou- PHILADELPHIA UPI wins.
Houston 9 San Fran 3, night
record was 7,302 shy of the 1969 gh the West has more size, he er Tony Taylor, who had fluid
Pitches Tire-Hitter
NEW YORK UPI - Sorekneed
Only games scheduled
opening day attendance of 401,310 said, "I believe we are about removed from his elbow on SatZhu Merritt, acquired from
Tucker
Frederickson and placewhich
also
IMMO,
is the all-time record equal. in ability; I think the teams urday will not be with the PhilPitcher*
Teday's
the Minnesota Twins in a winkicker Pete Gogolak signed their
for
any
EDT
All
day.
Times
are
adelphia
fairly
Phillies
when
matched."
the
team 1969 contracts with the New
ter trade, pitched a two-hitter
York
Philadelphia, Fryman 6-3 and
The New York Mets' drew
travels to New York to play football
which raised his record to 7-3
Giants Monday.
Johnson
at
York,
30
Seathe
New
largest
of
Sunday's
crowds,
for the Reds and dealth the
'The
pennant-winning Detroit. the Mets.
Frederickson rushed for 486
55,862 , followed by the Detroit Tigers
A team spokesman said Tay- yards
Padres their ninth straight de- ver 10-3 and McAndrew 0-2,
led the American League
last year while Gogolak
Tigers' 52,721 and the Cleveland in attendance
9 feet Merritt, who struck out 5 p. m.
lor's
use
of
his
right
arm
is accounted for 78 points' in 1968
in 1968 with
St. Louis, Giusti 3-8 at MonIndians' 52,189.
six la didn't walk a batter,
very
limited.
2,031,847.
LANCASTER, Pa, UPI - Quarwith his talented toe.
yielded a single to Clarence treal, Stoneman 34, $ p. m.
terback Johnny Unitas of thelklPittsburgh,
Bunning
at
6-4
Gaston in the fifth sad another
Chicago, Hands 64, 2:30 p. m timore Colts said Monday, "I
to John Sipin in the ninth.
Los Angeles, Drysdale 3-2 al have to try to win back my
The Reds clinched the game
but right now Earl Morrall is
with four runs in the fourth Atlanta, Reed 64, 8 p. in.
San Diego at Cincinnati our No. 1 quarterback"
Inning on a three-run homer
Unitas addressed the fellowby Tony Peres which followed Fisher 2-1, 8 p. m.
San Francisco, Perry 9-8 at ship of Cristian Athletes national
singles by Pete Rose, Bobby
Houston, Dierker 9-5, 8:30 p. m. summer conference which is beiTolan sad Alex Johnson.
Wednesdays flames
ng held on the Franklin L Mar• Don Wilson woo his seventh
Phil* at Nov York, night
shall campus here.
game for the Aetros behind a
St. Louis at Mntrl 2, twinight
Unitas, who was voted most
13-hit attack which included a
Pittsburgh at Chicago
valuable player in 1967, develtwo-run double by Denis Menke
Los Ang at Atlanta, night
oped calcium in his elbow last
and a three-run triple by Gary
San Diego at Cinci., night
season and sat on the bench
Geiger. Wilson held the Ciente
San Fran at Houston. night
most of the time.
to six hits, including a two-run
He said his arm felt good.
hooter by Dick Diets in the seAaimican Lemon
He told the athletes he's been
cond inning. Ray Sadecki, charS'
throwing 15 to 20 minutes a day
ged with five runs in three MaW. L Pct, GB to regain his strength.
laga lost his seventh game.
Baltimore
51 19 .729
When asked what he thought
Boston
39 26 .600 9% about New York
Jets quarterDetroit
36 26 .563 12 back
Joe Nainath who quit proNew York 34 37 .479 17%
fessional football and CommissWash.
34 37 .479 17%
ioner Pete Rozelle, Unitas said,
Qsveland
24 40 .375 24
"I don't thLsk aboutJoefiamath."
By JOE CARNICELLI
West
The switch for Baltimore from
W. L Pct. GB
UPI Sports Writer
the NFL to the American Football
When Frank Robinson has Oakland
35 28 .566
League didn't appear to bother a.
fun, the rest cf the American MinW
36 30 .548 54
Unitas. "I don't care as long as
League is in trouble. And Frank Seattle
30 35 .462
I play," he said, "I'd even play
Robinson is having himself a Chicago
28 35 .444
Kan. City 26 40 .394 10% In the Continental League."
• ball this season.
Robinson, the former AL tri- Calif.
23 41 .359 12%
Menday's Result'
ple crown champion in 1966,
• hit his 15th homer of the sea- Baltimore 3 Wash. 3, night
son in the eighth inning Mon- Cleve at Bos., night, ppd rain
day night to map a 12 tie and Detroit 6 New York 5, night
send the Baltimore Orioles on Chi at Seattle, night, ppd., rain
to a 5-3 victory over the Wash- Calif 5 Minn 2, night
Only gsalIeS scheduled
ington Senators.
-This team is the tops," said
Teday's Probable Pitchers
The Pittsburgh Pirates will
Rcbinson, whose hcmer helped
All Times SOT
conduct
a tryout camp at Owensthe Orioles record their 12th
Cleveland, 'Flint 4-8 and Ells• victory in the last 14 games and worth 3-3 at Boston. Stange 2-4 boro. on Friday, June 27 and
stretch their Eastern Division and CuJp 104, 2, 1:30 and 7:30 Saturday, June 28, 1969. The
camp will be held at Kentucky
lead to 9% gamer over Boston. p.
lirre Lets ef Pun
Washington. Coleman 3-6 at Wesleyan College Baseball Park
-We have lots of fun," said BaltiMore, Phoebus 7-2, 8 p. m. and will be under the direction
Robinem. "There's a lot at JokNew York, Kelrich 0-3 at De- of Scouting Supervisor, Bob Kring. Bob will be assisted by Gary
ing and you can do things when troit, McLain 10-8, II p m.
you win that you can't when
Chicago, Peters 5-8 and John O'Neal.
you lose." Robinson added that, 4-5 at Seattle, Timberlake 0-9
Players should report ready
-it's only a matter of tione and Tolbert 2-2, 2, 9 P. In.
to go at 10:00 a.m. and be prebefore we start bitting.
Milinesota, Boswell 6-7 at pared to workout unW at least
Elsewhere in the American California. Murphy 4-4, 11 p m. 2:00 p.m. They shouldbe between
t‘
Front tow 190 Deville Convertible, INS Coupe deVlile. MP Fleetwood
IrovoNhot, ION Sedan *Willi. ISM CIII, Sedan Cadillac taotor Car Division
wee.
League, Detroit shaded New
Kansas City, Butler 2-3 at 15 and 21 years of age. No AmerYork. 6-8, and California down- Oakland, Nash 4-3, 10:30 p. m. ican Legion players will be pered Minnesota, 6.2. The Chicign
mitted to participate in this camp
- Wednesdays Gimes
• Seattle and Cleveland-Boston Cleveland at Boston, night
unless helms writtenpertnission
games, the only others ached Wash at Baltimore. night
from either his Legion Coach
• •
uled were rained out.
New Yin* at Detroit, night
or from the Commander of
Accept our invitation. and you will enjoy
The Senators held a 10 lead Chicago at Seattle, night
ments and trim : in richness of fabrics
Legion Post he represents in
Cadillac provide effortless driving and hanwhen the game was held up for Minnesota at Calif..
a unique motoring experience.
night
and leathers and in dedicated attention
Legion play.
dling. And you'll discover a responsiveness
36 minutes because of rain. The Kan City at Oakland, night
Players must furnish their own
The 1969 Cadillac representg the highto uncompromising craftsmanship.
and agility that might well earn the envy
Orioles then,scored five of their
shoes, uniforms, gloves andperest
achievement
in
Cadillac
history.
Yet,
If a Cadillac is new to your experience,
two
follow.
innings
runs
the'
in
of far smaller and lighter cars.
•
sonal gear, with the Pirates furevery Cadillac,regardless of year,reflects a
ins the rain delay. Pinch-hitter
you'll be agreeably surprised at the superb
AlitHERST, Mass. UPI - Ella
After yourCommand Performance Drive
- nishing all other equipment, PlayCurt Motton singled in two runs worth E.
traditional
aura of elegance and distinction
riding comfort and at the stability and
Richardson,
also
will
ers
be
64,
responsible
direfor
in
a
Cadillac.be ptepared to ricake the most
in the seventh to tie the game ctor of
recognized wherever a Cadillac appears.
athletics at Amherst Coll- any expense incurred in connecpoise only Cadfilac's long wheelbase, wide
pleasing discovery of all ownership of the
before Robinson hit his homer
ege for the past eight years,died tion with this camp with the undlitertors, too, may vary design, but
stance and balfinced weight can provide.
an inning later. Brooks Robivorld's finest m:ator car costs far less than
Monday. Richardson had under- erstanding that if a player is con- •
never in luxury..arld quality of appointinson was hit by a pitch and
The power Assists offered with every
you might ever have imagined.,
cancer
gone
surgery
for
in
tracted
Pirate
4,1
the
organization
_
Dave Johnsoa szetaihed his four.
Wring.
he
club,
will
be
reimbursedhi
slb homer ed ifee mason for BelSEE YOUR AUTHORIZED CADILLAC DEALER'S ATTRACTIVE SELECTION OF NEW AND PREVIOUSLY OWNED
CADILLACS TODAY.
reasonable actual expenses.
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when J-ohnson finished
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e would end it with an
1 thunderclap; then take
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Miss Esther Usrey Becomes The Bride Of
Ronnie Ford In Beautiful Ceremony At i Mrs. J. B.-flurke!in . ..
Oak Grove Presbyterian Church

Coffee Given For
Mrs. Steczak At
Harcourt Home

Her date flirts,
with waitress

TUESDAY — JUNE 24, 199

MURRAY. LINTOCKY
Plume '114-11117 or 753-4947

Miss Cheryl Jones, June Bride-elect,
Honored At Tea Held At Club House

Mrs. Jules Harcourt was hostess for a coffee held on Wednesday, June 18, at her home
on Magnolia Drive honoring
Mrs. Michael Steczak who with
her husband and little son are
leaving this month for their
former home in Mar-Sand
The refreshment edge was
centered with a glees chimney
holding a large green candle.
Melon balls, fruit juice, coffee
cake, and coffee were served by
Mrs. Harcourt.
Guests were members of the
Women's Group of St. John's
Episcopal Church who were
Mesdames Steczak, Leonard
Whitener, Phillip Wydener, Jerry Stripling, Charlie Moore, Ken
Wetmore, Robert Mabry, Louis
Zimmerman Bennie George, Eft
Birdsong, Michael Gardens, and
R. B. Gatlin. Unable to attend
was Mrs. Norman Klapp.

Mrs. W. A. Farmer,
Is. Program Leader
Mrs. -W. A. Farmer was in
charge of the program on "Responding to Physical Needs In
Korea" at the meeting of the
Woman's Mbekeary Society of
the Elm Grove Baptist Church
held on Wednesday, June 18, at
seven-thirty o'clock in the evening at the church.
4
Others taking part in the program were Mrs. Walton Fulkarson, Mrs. Dan Hale, Mrs. Mason Thomas, Mrs. Marie Shekill, Mrs. Charles Burkeen, and
Mrs. Earl Lee.
The call to prayer was given
by Mrs. Keys Keel and the closing prayer was led by Mrs. Milton Outland.
It was announced that the women of the church will most at
the church on Monday, June SO,
at two p.m. for viiitation.
Others present were Mrs.
George Coesey, Mrs. Luth
Hendon, and Mrs. Albert Crich
es. Miss Ruth Oberman was
visitor.

The Murray Woman's Club tique crystal punch bowl which
House was the scene of a love- was surrounded with smilax enly tee complimenting Miss twined with yellow and white
Cheryl Jones, bride-elect of Oat- daisies. Dainty sandwiches in
man Farley. The event was held shapes of wedding bells and ioon Saturday, June 14.
dividual iced cakes decorated
Mesdames B. C. Grogan, Max with yellow daisies, assorte
Walker, Charles Caldwell, John mints and nuts were served
Watson, Earl Steele, Hugh Wal- from gold and crystal appointDEAR ABBY: I am a widow who has been dating this
drop, Howard Brandon, Galen ments.
fellow [divorced] and we are both is our late thirties. There
Thurman, Tillman Weaver, G.
is no steady arrangement but we do enjoy each other's
T. Brandon, Allen Rose, Brent
Guests called between the
Outland, Kenneth Jackson, and hours of two to four
company Here's the problem:
o'clock in
Edwin Cain were the gracious the afternoon.
Everytime we go out he makes a fuss wear the traitress,
hostesses
for
the
special
event.
has to find out her first name and from Ilan on he's ma a As the guests arrived they
first name basis with her.
were greeted by Mrs. Earl
The last time we westout, we sat at a piano bar and the
Steele. Each signed the bride's
waitress sat down next to him and cemplakeed about bow
book at the register table draptired she was Well, be proceeded to rob her balk etas she
ed with a pale yellow cloth cen"and "ablailiker Awe bow igelid It SM.
tered with a three branched
Needless to say I was egsbarrammil in deed& and
gold candelabra with white
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Dee Todd family, Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Todd.
everyooe around was taking it di In. I add Ilibing but I was
burning tapers surrounded with
smilax and yellow and white of Alm° Route One celebrated
very angry and let him knew It who we wage alma. This led
Also present were Kra Richdaisies. Assisting at the table their golden wedding' anniver- ard Staples and daughter, Katto an argument. He said I woo•"ode SMS that be was jest
• ••
were Mrs. Larry Ragsdale and sary on Sunday, June 15, at rina, of Middletown. Ohio, Mr.
being -sociable." 1 should be as sedatila wSli a beetender!
their home with a family reun- and Mrs. Charles Henry and
Mrs.
Billy Hamilton.
What do you think!
NO SNOB
and reception.
ion
son, Wayne, Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Mrs. John Watson presented
They had as their special McCuiston and family, Mrs. EfDEAR NO: I think if year Irked wawaa to metallee with
the guests to the receiving line guests their six children and
waitresses be *shill see them ea his own time. And Ilbefre.
fie Byers, Mr. and Mrs. Cortez
composed of
Mrs. Charles Meson Baker which was
families who are Mr. and Mrs. Byers, Mrs. Hontas Graham,
— gad trim the used if your Wier. be probably does. VW
was the guest speaker at the bride-elect, her mother, Mn. Marvin Todd of DeKalb, M., Mrs. Myrtle Todd
Spinks, Mrs.
groomwash chew Ida. Se either accept him as he is sr Mee Mai.
meeting of Circle I of the We- Thomas Jones, and the
,(Lo- Bessie Sills, Mrs. Katie ShnmMr. and Mrs. Roy Tanks's)
mother, Mrs. Verna Mae
elect's
men's Society of Christian See
rene) of Nashyille,, Tenn., Mr. ons, Mr. and Mrs. Lofton CaMR. and MRS. RONNNIE FORD
DEAR ABBY: Our problem is bow to respond to the
vice of the First United Me- Farley.
and Mrs. James Lyon, Jr., (Do- they, Mrs. Mabel G. Pullen, Mr.
to wear
chose
honoree
The
thodist Chiarch held on Tato
.
strange and inappropriate gifts we receive from our son on
rothy) of Baton Rouge, La., and Mrs. Carrel Houston, Mr.
• Miss Esther Usrey, daughter matron of honor The junior day, June 17, at two o'clock in for the occasion an afternoon Mr. and Mrs. Robert Lloyd King
-oher---or Mothers Day and Fathers'day. He is married and lives in
and Mrs. MMus Jones of Nashsi:k
pale
aqua
•
if Mr. and Mrs, J. D. Usrey, bridesmaids were Vanessa Us- the afternoon at the social ball. frock featuring a
(Eva) of Park City, Ky., Mr. and ville, Tenn., Carl Todd, Mr. and
mother state.
with an over all white
skirt
became
the
One
Route
Bantam
The speaker gave a most inMrs. Leroy Todd of Middleton, Mrs. Gary Wicker, I.
rey, sister of the bride, and Ste.
a
For example, last Mother's day I received a pladie
C. Todd,
full length sleeve lace top ac- Ohio, and Mrs. Ware Beall,
bride of Ronnie Ford, son of zanne Ford, sister of the groom. teresting talk on the sub
Jr., Mr. and Mrs. Bruce'King, Mubracelet, which only a teen-ager would wear. Phis a bask
cumde
soie
a
poie
with
cented
Mn. Mildred Ford of 108-A Wal- They wore identical floor-length "The Now Program", taken
(Inez) of Indianapolis, Ind.
ter Dug Mohundro, Mr. and
which was a novel about a young boy who yearned to pit& In
nut Court, Benton and Grover dresses of mist green with from the magazine, "Response". mberbund. Her corsage was a
The Todds' twelve grandchil- Mrs. Pat Wicker, Mr. and
Mrs.
green cymbidium orchid.
• a big league baseball gain. I cannot for the life if me
Ford, 1307 Elm Street, Benton. sweetheart necklines and A-Has She closed with prayer.
dren present were Mrs. Skip Dale Barnett, Mr. and Mrs.
PestMrs. Jones wore a mint green Boyes,
• imagine why anyone would think I would enjoy such a beak.
The double-ring ceremony skirts. Their headpieces . were
Jimmy Lyon, ,Mike LyWile performed by the Rev. Wil- fashioned similar to that of the
In charge of the program was crochet linen knit and her cor- on, Beth Lyon, Rick Lyon, Bob- us Futrell, Mr. and Mrs. Alvin
The Father's day gifts Nay husband receives are equally
Futrell, Mrs, Jack Colson, Mrs.
:haste
daiswhite
was
of
sage
lard Buham of Savannah, bride with a double bow of self- Mrs. Joe Baker who introduced
ridiculous and hold no signcance for him whatsoever.
by King, Shari King, Greg
Delbert Hale, Mrs. Gertye Faries. Mrs. Farley wore • full King, Karen Todd, Mike
Tenn., former pastor of the material green illusion. Each the guest'speaker.
•
I wanted to write our son and ask for some explanation
Todd, ris Evans,
Mrs. Pearl Moore, Mr
skirt of coral knit dress with a Keith Beall, and
CumberGrove
church,
at
Oak
Mrs.
David
Henry,
circle
Renee Beall. and Mrs.
carried a single long-stemmed
of these odd and inapprepriate gifts, but my husband
Rudolph
carnations.
white
Geurin, Eldof
corsage
Church a t yellow rose.
Presbyterian
land
chairman,
presided.
Two great grandchildren pre- er
prevailed in me to simply thank him without comment
Thomas G. Shelton, Mr. and
two o'clock Saturday afternoon, Gary Ford, brother of the
During
the
social
hour
resent
were
Gene
DeBoyes
and
What is yore advice!
The lovely tea tahje was covNAMELESS PLEASE
Mrs. Purdom Lassiter, and Mr
June 7.
nise Boyes.
groom served as best man. The freshments were served by the
and Mrs. Alfred Williams.
The wedding ceremony was ushers were Harold Ford, bro- hostesses, Mrs. Julius Sharpe, ered with a yellowIlnen cloth
Other
DEAR NAMELESS: Same as your husband's. Bet the
relatives
and
friends
•• •
overlaid with a pale yellow net.
performed before an altar of ther of the groom, and Bruce Mrs. Cletus Ward, Mrs. J. C.
met time you see year sea. ask hini WHO selects those gifts.
Garlands of =Hu were caught who called during the day were
palms, fern, and large floral ar- Carey, brother of the bride, 1Joiner, and Mrs. Hallet Dunn,
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Todd, Mr.
rangements of white gladioli. who also lighted the candles be- to the nineteen members and at intervals with hugh yellow and Mrs. Kenneth Todd and
bows
with
streamers
touching
DEAR ABBY: Yea- mower tolIANCY was perfect.
mums, and chrysanthemums. fore the ceremony.
two visitors, Mrs. Charles Ma- the floor.
family, Mr. and Mrs. Woodard
POOLE, England UPI - Diane
There are husbands who are as sensitive and sympathetic to
Cathedral candles were placed
Merrill, Mrs. Manley Todd, Mr Harrod's pet hamster leaped hitt:4Miss Catherine Jones, cousin son Baker and Mrs. Goldia
Centering
the
table
was
a
emir wives that they actually suffer right along with them.
In the background to form an of the bride, attended the guest Curd.
gold and crystal cherub holding and Mrs. Freeman Barnhill, Mr. a public telephone coinbox Sun• ••
arch for the setting' The fam- register at the church. Mrs. Ben
My father erae lbat way. I still remember one morning
a creative arrangement of snap- and Mrs. Carter Cook and day. Diane, 10, called police.
by
pews
canwere
tnarked
ily
rietr_ib the middle if breakfast, my father turned pale, gat
daughter, Betty, Mr. and Mrs.
Thompson atsisted with the
MAIDSTONE, England UPI - dragons, yellow and white dais- Rupert Maynard and son, Jen They could not coax "whisky,"
dles and white satin ribbons. flowers.
gp item .the breakfast table and made his way to the
ies,
baby's
breath
and
leather
the hamster, from the coin chanGina Lawrence, pianist, and
ry, Mr. and Mrs. William BarnMrs. Usrey, =Other of the Police said today they are huntbatinges where he wee very sick indeed. Then I heard my
David Sutherland, vocalist, pre- bride. wore'a light blue Talbott ing for police identification cards leaf. Four branched candelabras hill and daughter, Regins. Mr. ge slot, so telephone repairmen
medlar any,"Well, Fs cartels now:'
sented a program of nuptial mu- knit dress With white accessor forged in the printing shop of the with burning tapers were used and Mrs. Porter Chilcutt, Mr. spent three hours dismantling •
on either side.
Later whea Mother started having labor pains, my father
the box to reach the pet.
its. Mrs. Ford, mother of the local prison.
Punch was served from an in- and Mrs. Charles Chilcutt and
delbild op, in astray. Be was always such a sweet and
Bride'. Drees
groom, wore • peach linen
empillielle man. A girl is'achy to have such a father.
The bride, escorted to the al- dress with white accessories.
tar by her father, wore a Brid- Both mothers wore corsages of
DAUGHTER OF ONE
al Original formal-length gown white carnations.
of imported Chantilly Lace over
CONFIDENTIAL TO "SHORT ON WILL POWER". Try
Mrs. Clay Jones, maternal
taffeta. The bodice was fashbirder. And commit this brilliant quote by Franc Shor to
ioned with a sweetheart neck- grandmother of the bride, Mrs
Inenteirjr: "Self-disdpbne cee be just as self-satisfying as
line and long tapered sleeves Hari Usrey, parternal grand1111Neddipince. had hank* more rewarding."
ending in calla points at the mother of the bride, Mrs. Euclid
wrists. The gown was accented Lyles, maternal grandmother of
Everybody in a problem. Where years? Fur a permed
around the neckline and calla the groom, and Mrs. Ell Ford,
reply write to AM". Ron Om, Las Angeles, CaL ONO, awl
points with tiny seed pearls. paternal grandmother of t h e
mdse. a stumped. sailmalreseset envelope.
The cage style gown featured groom, wore white carnation
a scalloped coat effect from bo- corsages.
Reception
dice to hem and the graceful
Following the ceremony the
skirt extended into a sweeping
Watteau chapel train accented reception was held in the home
with a looped bow. Her bridal of the bride's parents. AttendMr. and Mrs. Norville Cole carnations.
headpiece was a self-material ing the bridal table were Mrs.
anneal:ice the marriage of their
The groom's mother wore a triple bow with tiny pearls. The len- Cope, Mrs. Jerry West,
rs. Jim Ed Norwood, and Mrs.
daughter. Miss Ruby Faye Cola, pink brute knit dress and her elbow-length veil of bridal
to Jerry Dee Lamb, sou of Mr.
cascaded from the crown. illard Basham.
and Mrs. Dee Lamb of Murray. Her corsage was identical he The bride carried a .colonlal
After the reception the couThe wedding took pies), se that
uet fashioned of white ple 'left for a short unannouncw
b:
ode
feheeadi
'
o
sf mwoh
gran
aceel:ofri
t
ite:
ot
th
es
heeristeesoi
Saturday. June 14, at two o'santhemums, and clustered' ed wedding trip. For traveling
The parental and
ra
clock in the after-men in the
the center with a white catt- the bride wore a pink A-line
111
segictuarY of the First United end groom wore connage MPH ier' orchid with dreamers tied crepe dress. The orchid ftom
liethodist Church of Murray.
her bridlli bouquet was pinned
cal to those of the selbees. In love knots.
Dr. Samuel R. Dodson. Jr.,
Her only jewelry was a single at her shoulder.
United
119minister of the First
Following the honeymoon the
Following the wedding a re ultured pearl necklace, a gift
tbodin Church, ,performed the ception was held in the socia! f the groom.
couple now reside at 1102 Coldouble ring ceremony in the hall of the First United Method- Mrs. James Fulton served as lege Court. Murray, while the
'Mance of the immediate taw ist Church.
bride attends Murray State UniBias and close friends of the
versity and the groom is em
The bride's table was covered
costumvases
altar
couple. The
pioyed at Tanner IGA in Benwith a white table cloth centered an arrangement of white ed with a bride and groom stetton.
Sbellioli and white lacy ebry- oette and flanked on each side
Among the out-of-town guests
analbesmas and cathedral eon- by cut glass bud vases filled
was Dr. Earl Jones of San
dies on each side of a large with red rose buds. Cut glass
Francisco, Calif., uncle of the
Tuesday, Jane 34
cross in the meter of the altar. crystal appointments were used.
bride.
sorority
Lambda
Phi
Tau
The
•••
TO bride was escorted by her
Mrs. Leroy Galloway, sister
Mrs.
father wbo gave her in mar- of the bride, and Mrs. Jerry Ain- will meet at the home of
p.
a.
seven
at
Smith
Glenda
riage. The bride wore a baller- ley. cousin of the groom, serv•• •
ina length wedding dress of ed the punch and the three tierWednesday, June 25
chantilly lace over white taffe- ed wedding cake.
.
The ladies day luncheon will
Mr. and Mrs. Clayton Wortta. Her shoulder length veil of
Miss Brenda Bardeen' sad be served at noon- at the Calloman of Southgate, Mich.. spent
white net veiling wait attached Miss Barbara Rose. made of
way County Country Club. Hos- the weekend with his parents,
to a tiara of seed pearls. Her the bride, kept the register
tesses are Mesdames Jack De- Mr. and Mrs. 011ie Workman,
bouquet was centered with a table.
The Blue Cross and Blue Shield
lete, chairman, Wayne Doran, and other relatives and friends.
purple orchid surrounded by
Mobile
After the reception the cou- William Barker, H. J. Bryan,
Information Center Manager *
• ••
white baby's breath.
left fore wedding trip to Joe Dick, Donald Hunter, Jack
ple
will
be available to serve you.
Bla*enship
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ed
Mies Nancy Bang" was the lealake State Park with the B. Kennedy, James K. Lassiter,
bride's only attendant. She won bride wearing a green and S. K. Meters:too. John N. Pur- and son, Butch, of St. Louis,
Everyone (Blue Cross and Blue Shield
a street length dress of pastel white plaid cotton cord dress dom, Bethel Richardson, and Mo.. were the weekend guests
members and non-members)
of her brother, A. J. Marshall,
green clone and cotton. Her with white applique down the Stub Wilson.
and her sisters, Mrs. 011ie Workis invited to visit the Information
head piece was of material front and wearing the pulite or•••
man and Mrs. Jesse Crouse.
matching her dress and green chid from her bridal bouquet
Center, with questions regarding
The Magazine Club will meet
•••
net. Her bouquet was Wean
The couple is now residing at N the Woman's Club to
at
health care protection,
cal to that of the brides, except number 73, Shady Oaks trailer 2:30 p as. with Mrs. ;Ott
single
with
a
centered
was
it
Farm Bureau Members may also obtain
Coachin as hostess.
Court in Murray.
yellow rose.
• ••
iteheersal Party
information about benefits available
Michael
Jim Stagg
Chandler
Dee Lamb, father of the 11E. and Mrs. Dee Lamb, parFriday, Jame 7J
Manager
through the Farm Bureau Group.
Your area
groom, served as best men for ents of the groom, entertained
Mrs.
Graves
Mr.
and
Morris,
The Harris Grove HomemakMobil. Information
Enrollment
his ma. Leroy Galloway, bro- with a party following the re- ers Club will have a family 1515 Johnson Boulevard. MurCenter
Representatlas
ther-in-law • of the bride. and hearsal on Friday night,
ray, announce the arrival of
June picnic at the City Park at 7:10
their son, John Mark, in their
Jerry Maley served as *Mors.
p.
as.
13.
•••
home on June 19. He was born
Mn. Richard- Farrell, organ- Refreshments of pink punch
ist, presented a program of nup- and strawberry cake were servThe
University
Couples April 17, 1909.
Grandparents are Mr. a n d
tial music preceding the cere- ed to the guest who were mem- Bridge will meet at the Strident
BLUE CROSS HOSPITAL PLAN, INC.
KENTUCKY PHYSICIANS MUTUAL INC.
Mrs. Hardin Morris, @ordinal
mony.
Union
Building
at
730
pm.
If
bers
of the bridal party. The re.
a
wore
mother
bride's
Lane,
The
Murray, and Mr. andk
3101 BARDSTOwN ROAD • LOUISVILLE. KY 40205 • PHONE 452-1511
hearsel party was held in the you have not been contacted
pink Lace dress over pink tafand wish to play, call Mrs. Ron Mrs Henry Pettit of Doyle,
Social
Hall
of
the
First
United
sow.
mat
.
.1teg,stmed
6040.10
0401*As6
1464A.stme
6400.600.
a
feta She wore white &memorCellar 753-1485 or Mrs, _Walla Tenn. Jon Walling of Spence!,
Id P an%
ies Her corsage was of white Methodist_ Church.
Tenn...
is
•a
great'
krandfailierT
,•••••••••••
Swan 7534838.

By Abigail Van Buren
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THE BLUE CROW and BLUE SHIELD!'
MOBILE INFORMATION CENTER

Miss Ruby Faye Cole Exchanges Vows
With Jerry Dee Lamb On June 14

IS COMING TO
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 25, 1969
COMMUNITY VISIT
FRONT OF METHODIST CHURCH
TO OFFER YOU A NEW AND VALUABLE SERVICE
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Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Dee Todd Honored
On Their Golden Wedding Anniversary

Mrs. Charles Baker
Is Circle Speaker
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TUX LEDGER & TIMES —

V. A. Farmer,
gram Leader
A. Farmer was in
the program on "Itoo Physical Needs in
the meeting of the
dissionary Society of
Wove Baptist Church
erinesday, June le, at
y o'clock In the evenchurch.
king part In the proMrs. Walton PulkDan Hale, Mrs. Ma
is, Mrs. Marie Wm.7harlas Burke's, and
Me.
to prayar was given
lys Keel and the closwas led by Mrs. Mild.
inounced that the woe church will meet at
on Monday, Juno In,
I for visitaUon.
present were Mrs
oasey, Mrs. Luther
nd Mrs. Albert Cridtuth Oberman was a ,

'odd Honored
Anniversary
. and Mrs. J. T. Todd.
went were Mrs. Richt and daughter, KatIlddletown, Ohio, Mr.
Charles Henry and
le, Mr. and Mrs. Joe
and family, Mrs. ElMr. and Mrs. Cortez
rs. Hontas Graham,
ie Todd Spinks, Mrs.
Is, Mrs. Katie Shamand Mrs. Lofton CoMabel G. Pullen, Mr.
Carvel Houston, Mr
ItImus Jones of NashCarl Todd, Mr. and
Wicker, I. C. Todd,
Frs. Bruce King, MasMohundro, Mr. and
Nicker, Mr. and Mrs.
qt. Mr. and Mrs. FeatMr. and'Mrs. Alvin
rs. Jack Colson, Mn.
ale, Mrs. Gertye Far.
Mrs. Pearl Moore, Mr
Rudolph Geurin, Md. G. Shelton, Mr. and
Dm Lassiter, and Mr
Alfred Williams.
•••
•
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POPULAR

BY DELOS SMITH
A
By WILLIAM D. LAFFLER
NEW YORK (UPI) - In reNEW YORK (UPI) - Jazz is
cording"the last key boardworks" something like the
Phoenix of
of]ehann Sebastian Bach, Charles mythology.
Rosen played "Art of Fugue"
It consumes itself in flames
and "Allusical Offering" as well but then
later rises from the
as the "Goldbergariations" ashes.
- on the piandob,er
ol course. That
Traditional New Orleans jazz
will be news for musicologists has
been in a state of suspended
who consider the first two scores
animation so long that the time
to be without indication of in- has come
for it to wake up. Let's
strument or instruments for exe- hope
that a new generation will
cution.
do something to recreate it. UnRosen justifies his judgment til then, we must be satisfied
ofBach'sintentionsin a persuasive with the offshoots of the old*
booklet accompanying the three- jazz.
record set, relying mainly on
Pete Fountain and Al Hirt
internal evidence in the scores have the New Orleans feel even
themselves. But he is much more though they have departed from
persuasive in playing them - the traditional sound for a more
' on the piano. Wileering for the updated beat.
• sense and aesthetics of Bach
Fountain may be heard in
projects rightness.
duets with Eddie Miller on "With
The performances should a Little Help from My Friend"
silence those who still insist that (Coral CRL 757502). This album
all keyboard Bach should be showcases Miller, one of the
played on the keyboard of the peat tenor sax players of the
harpsichord, but you can be sure 1940's, on currently popular
they won't. Rosen performs much tunes, plus a couple of oldies.
more as a musician than as an Miller's "friend" is Fountain,
COLLECTION of steer horns is shown
instrumentalist which reduces the who features Eddie at his New
RED bandannas are pasted in some of
against felt panel bordered with braid.
importance of the instrumental Orleans night club.
the squares marked off by black gimp.
Frank Hubbell and the
• means..(Odyssey-32360020).
Stompers present some
However, the result will seem jazzy sounds on "The
drily intellectual to many lis- fhey Raided
(Philips
teners. particularly those who are PHS 600-294Minsky's"
One side is connot technically musical. This is cerned
with the
far from so of a new recording but the flipoverburlesque movie
has the better
of Bach Easter Oratorio by -a muskjazz
German choir and,chamber or- "Those Wererenditions such as
the Days," "Dear
chestra. Karl Muchinger conduct World,"
and "Love Is Blue."
ing. and with such soloists as
A truly outstanding jazz LP
as EUy Arneling, Helen Watts
is "Blue Roots" by The Dave
W erner Krenn and Tom Krause. Brubeck
Trio featuring Gerry
Alunchinger's primary feeling Mulligan (Columbia C.5 9749).
is for the heart rather than the Brubeck and Mulligan revert to
sense of Bach. (To be sure, an the sounds that influenced them
oratorio is in no way a technical and the result is elegant.
exercise in the way some of
Selected Singles: "Touch 'Em
Bach's scores can be made to be). With Love" by Bobbie Gentry
He and his fine singers give full (Capitol P-2501), "Let's Get Toweight to emotional content, gether" by The Mission (Tribute
implicit as well as explicit TR1 101), "Three's a Crowd" hy
(London-26100).
Nineteen Eighty-Four (Kapp KIt is the same heart-quality so 2003), "It Was a Very Good
evident in Munchinger's recorded Year'by The Sonoma with Tom
performance of Haydn's oratorio, Muncrief (Jubilee 45-5661),
'The Creation," which is now "Moody Woman" by Jerry
also available in an elegant tape Butler (Mercury 72929)
Tape Deck - Reeko-reel:
version(Ampex-London 90149).
'EUGENE SLOAN
CAME BROWN
J C. LEWIS
In. that he used the Vienna Buddy Franco ,comes..close to
Philharmonic but Miss Ameling duplicating the Glenn Miller
Missionaries who serve in the Mrs. J.
is ,,g Leis Me
and Krause were among the sound on "Do You Winne country will be among the fea- campers of Kentucky Mission
Dance" (Command 940S), an tured speakers at Jonathan work in Pineville.
0 soloists.
Miss Phyllis Mattingly of
Now that a book on Ampex tape release. Tunes in- Creek Baptist Assembly this
Leningrad's 900-day ordeal heads clude such pop favorites as "Hey. year, according to the Rev. Springfield will teach the young
Harold Lassiter, the assembly people a music study entitled
the non-fiction best seller list Jude" and "Wichita Lineman.
"Makers of Hymns" under the
there should be a new interest Eight-track: Henry Mancini manager.
By JACK GAVER
Royal Ambassador camps, auspices of the Kentucky Bapin Shostakovkh's 7th symphony. shows off on the keyboard on
"A arm Shade of Ivory"(RCA under the supervision of
UPI Drama Editor
"_Leningraci.
the tist State Music Department.
which
com- Victor P8S-1441)
on a good Rev. Terry Sills of Murray, are
Mrs. Charles Blair of Maymemorates that World War II
NEW YORK (UPI) - The
horror and which has been in- assortment of tunes, among scheduled for the weeks of June field will direct the first Sun- trend toward nudity and simuadequately appreciated in the them "Dream a Little !learn of 23, July 21 and Aug. 11. Girls beam Camp for seven and lated sex acts on the New York
k west. A new recording by the Me" and "By the Time I Get to Auxiliary camps, coordinated by eight-year-olds, July 10-12.
stage received no real discourageWoman's Misskmary Union ment from the policy on same
nt.S.SR Symphony orchestra, Phoenix." Cassette of the Week: Mrs. Richard Stone of Mayfield.
"101
Strings
Play
Hits
Written
will
Day
June
held
be
28 with announced
will be held by age groups as
Yevgeny Syedanoy conducting.
by The Beatles (Audio Spec- '.ollows: 11 through 12, June 30- Mr. Sloan as the principal Association. by Actors' Equity
nakes a powerful case for it
is a symphony rather than as an trum El ASE55111), an Ampex July 4; 9 through 10, July 14-18; speaker.
The players' union ruled out
Baptist Men's Rally will take
13 through 15. July 28-Aug. I;
commemoration(Nlelodiya-Angel tape release.
and all ages, nine through 15, place June 26 with the Rev. 0. definitely actual commission of
4107).
G. Lawless of Bowling Green a sexual act. But working in the
Aug. 4-8.
the Rev. Gerald Martin of nude or simulating sex acts,
and
o During the camp programs,
Poplar Avenue Baptist clothed or in the nude, is up to
the
the Rev. Eugene Sloan will
Church
at Memphis, Tenn., as the individual actor. If he wants
come from Oklahoma City,
to take that sort of job, Equity
speakers,.
the
Okla., where he is pastor of the
won't stop him.
The
West
Kentucky
Youth
First Mexican Baptist Church.
Rally
is
scheduled
for
Aug.
2,
However. Equity warned that
The Rev. and Mrs. Anthem
beginning
Wade, also of Oklahoma, will formance at 4 p.m., with a per- such exhibitionism might bring
by the "New Genera- legal action and that, while the
discuss their work with the Baption" of
tist Indian Mission in Clinton, speaker Martin.. Term. • The producer is liable for any costs
after dinner will be connected with such, nothing can
Okla.
James Jeffery, executive direc- erase an arrest and/or conviction
Miss Callie Brown will talk tor of Christian Athletes.
from a member's record.
about her experience With the
The lakefront camp is located
Equity did set guidelines to
Rachael Sims Mission in New near Aurora on Highway 68. It
dine. Char as de Gaulle are
Orleans, La. The Rev. and Mrs. includes a three-wing dormitory, protect its Members in the matter
CUMIN De CIAIJLUI Gen. an
of such employment. A member
shown at their provincial estate. La Boisserie. in ColombeyJ. C. Lewis of the White Street with a capacity of 150,
must be auditioned first for his
Les-Deux-Eglises. France. following their private vacation
Baptist Church in Key West,
hall. Additional antidgtent acting,
singing or dancing talent
Fla. will explain their work. camping facilities are available
in Ireland.
(c.ibleptiot‘»
before he can be asked to disrobe
during the boys' weeks at camp. for
physical appraisal. Audition
The campfire area has an nudity is permissible
••
only when
amphitheater facing the lake. A an Equity stage manager
of oflarge swimming pool, games ficial union observer
is present,
and crafts are available for those conducting
such anaudition
entertainment.
must be supervisory personnel
o
af
u di
th
tion
ep
.production and no sex
PRE-INVENTORY SALE
*
*
arts will be required at any

Night

By JOAN O'SULLIVAN
WHAT do you do with walls
that are badly plastered,
scarred, uneven? The answer
Is easy. ('over 'em up!
The obvious covering is
wallpaper but it's far from
the only selection. Countless
other attractive coverups are
available.
Straw Matting
You might, for example, use
straw matting to cover a wall.
The texture is terrific. It has
a casual look that's ideal for
a den, a study or a sunporch.
Another offbeat choice is
brick—not the real McCoy but
simulated brick.
Don't overlook mattress
ticking. Its fresh, clean and'
crisp and can he . most effective.
Felt, available in fabulous
colors, has a fascinating finish
that also looks great on a
wall.
Add Panels
Then there's paneling to be
considered not an entire wall
of it but two or three panels
striping a wall.
One designer, James Childs
Morse A.I D.. did a checkerboard wall marked off with
gimp. He pasted red bandanas
in some of the squares for a
gay gypsy look.
Pictured here are some offbeat wall treatments featured
in "1.001 Decorating. Tr1eas"..

•

ANTHEM WADE

MRS. J. C. LEWIS
Oscar Hammerstein also get p _rime
attention at the St. LouisMunicipal Opera.
The Opera's 51st season openedJ une 2 with the world premiere
of the stage adaptation of the
Rodgers-Hammerstein original
screen/musical."State Fair;This
is their first such turnabout;
seven of their stage hits have
been made into films. Lucille
Kellen adapted the screenplay
to the stage.

NASA INVITATION
WASHINGTON CPI — The
National Aeronautics and Space
Administration has invited all
members of Congress, and one
member of each of their families, to Cape Kennedy July 18
for the space abot which It
hopes will put a man on the
moon. It also will provide free
transportation for the trip to
and from the Cape via Andrews Air Base near Washington.

the fall is a show based on the
book "Beau James," which is the
story of Jimmy Walker. so-called
playboy mayor of New York
City 40 yellts ago.
Jack L. Warner of the movie
Warners and Don Saxon will
produce the show, to be called
'Jimmy," at the Winter Garden as choreographer, Oliver ginith
Theater, and they, have even set as scenic designer, libretto, by
a premiere date, Oct. 17.
Mel Shavelson. The songs are by
Theproduction has a prest- Bill and Patti Jacob.
* * *
igious talent lineup -- Joseph
The race is on to determine
An intriguing musical idea for Anthoy as director,Peter Gennaro who will get the plum title role.

gm
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HEN', GLADYS,
LISTEN TO THIS.
OUR LOCAL OLDS
DEALER. CAN PUT US
IN A NEW OLDS
AT REAL SAVINGS
RIGHT NOW.

&ZEATSTAN,
NOW MAYBE
WE CAN AFFORD
TO STRAIGHTEN UP
THE PLACE.

(1

Starting Wednesday, June 25th

1/3 off Hats

"DEEPLY CONCERNED"
WASHINGTON UPI -SlxRepub.
lican senators say they are "deeply concerned" about reports
President Nixon may give some
Southern schodl districts more
time to desegregate without facing a termination of federal aid.
The six, who asked the President
to hold firm on segregation dead-lines, were Sens. Clifford P. Case, of New Jersey; Edward W.
Brooke of Massachusetts; Charles E. Goodell and Jacob K. JayIts of New York; and Hugh Scott
and Richard S. Schweiker of
Pennsylvania.

MADEMOISELLE SHOP, he.

Dresses

r 1

THE TEXTURED TOUCH of the tropics cornea to walls via
straw matting. Dorothy Liebes' braid tops off treatment.

Country Missionaries To Speak At Baptist Assembly.

Broadway

ICE

Kau

Help To Conceal
Unsightly Walls

• •

England UPI - Diane
iet hamster leaped into.
elephone coinbox Sun:, 10, called police.
d not coax "whisky,"
x, from the coin chits) telephone repairman
me hours dismantling
reach the pet.

SURCII
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Aplayer also must be advised
in wnting before signing a contract that working in the nude
or simulating sexual acts will be

/
1
2off

required.From the evidence so far,
there are players who will undertake such roles, and the protective rules laid down by Equity
may encourage more to take such
jobs.

Swimsuits

Sportswear - 1/3 off COVCrUpS - - - 1/3 Off
ra I esses,
Pant Dresses-1/3 off lingerie - - - 5W up
Gloves - 5W and up Strawbags - - 1/3 off
All Salsa Final — No Approvals — No Refunds

.4

* • *

_

Princess
RAIN PRINCESS
Anne of England, wearing a
peaked "jockey- cap, holds
her umbrella high as rain
Tan; at thi Royit Ascot race
meeting in Ascot. England.

Pearl Bailey has renewed her
contract as star of the Broadway
edition of "Hello. Dolly! "and is
now committed to the David
Merrick show until August, 1970.
She will get two weeks off next
December to fulfill a comitment
with the new International Hotel
in Las Vegas.

f

•••

With
revivals of their
"Oklahoma! " and "South
Pacific" set for the New York
area this - summer, composcr
Rickard Rodgers and the late

Alfreat savings!Great selection! Great time to escape from the ordinary!
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Crazy World SENSINGTHENEWS
of
Sy Thurman Sensing
Washington
Southern States Industrial Council
InteCurril Vitt PaiddieNT

By LEON BURNETT
WASHINGTON UPI - Odds and
frees that rations capital,
Odd.
American Social:, of Oral
• to Mow cesdav• to
MUM 10 laid a
andireoce.
Weed vest forth illa public
teletype, Isielletle Maul araialhfsg nigreatilleg
barrage MI Waled eisamoe-

THE ADMINTOTRATION'S COURSE

A news MN that has received nsactions in the history cdAmera
considerable attention recently, kit was the perches.el ileshelii
If not support, is the demand by an Miami frees Se Wien Or
certain Negroes who are officers the whaled of $14.00 ia
In welfare rights organisations, and trinkets We have mailed it
that the Jlegre people be paid that over the years sad have cow
tremendous Maas of swam for Meted it an indstaadleg mempie
the whiliatIces" meted out to of how the wage potpie lbw
them by Ihe Mtge people over the ft:maned the helium. Assuager
last several timired years.
of tad. bowek. S3e.00 was perThese delimitate started out In haps all Muthattaa Waal MI
Reporters converged, drawn various churches
of She bed by worth at the time. If 0141 snits
phsrasology that evoked vie- leveeing
their PIOT or tier- man had sever come to the shord some simdficast info- reeds( air services
ami
es of America, $24.00 goad
beeildkiwagli auks to meadem $500 million
ta ropers- perhaps still be a good price
survey Rs society hesoeedectfor Maahattaa Ished. The bal.
ed.
Then, apparently oeve of them ioas of dollars worth of pexperty
name mew
yign4A,a—Polnt man stares straight ahead as he leads a long line of
The big ales? Oral merger= divided $500 million
by **Negro now located on that pletetgreead
Mil U.S. Airborne troopers through a small hamlet near Hoc Mon, South Vietnam,
have the decided im- population of the country,
$O vu placed there by the hard
while searching for enemy forces
pression gat Medal Injuries have million, and bond out
that was work„ the energy and the midi&
inereamed somewhat during the only $25.00 apiece. Then
they'd.- too of those whe built it.
campus and city riots.
cided this was by no mesas
PORTSZATII, England Oft — ins them into the sea. Festal
Are the Mods of the meld
sown, taking over the stage at
7 slangs *4 5 DAYS—A new seven-story builthn( in HamWayword mord&
A
huge wave tosambed Into a them drowned. Lifeboats Mid
CAN
CAPTURE
to
be
owned
by those Iho eccepCONTROL
the bankers convention in New
burg. Germany. is ready for occupancy just five days after
The weather bus caused York, wiped
jetty
where eight persons were Royal Air Force helicopters retheir demand to 96 led them first? If as, the lutes
construction started. The edifice was bunt entirely of preconsiderable tedeckiee as to the billion, or $300.00
strolling
Monday night, sweep- covered the others at this re
each if equab- would owe most of Africa; the
sort on the coast of Cornwall.
fabricated sec tions.
Cablepasto) choice of wearieg award a the
WASHINGTON UPI - The Rebuds= would ova Nero and
ly distributed.
day it reported by teletype that
polka=
South
have
America; the Aberigisees
a chance to capThis amount also would not
the high temperature wosid be
last for very long, but after all, would ova Australia; the Maoris tare metro! of Congress in 1970,
In
"the
mid
00s."
the total coat of the bricks* to
If the $6 billion request is acced- would own New Zealand sad the depending on the success of Pres1111,147,658. The sub-structure
ed to, what's to keep them from islands of the South Pacific; the ident NInon's efforts to and the
In the 'United States Seats deemodLog
work is already ircierw3).
$60 billion or WO Oriental-s would own the Far Vietnam War, according to GOP
and its committee bearings, the Whoa
or any other amount they East; and perhaps Serape'odd Rational antrum Rogers C. B.
utterances tend toward the for- wish?
be owned by the Caucasians. Morton. Morton said the GOP
mal and the fancy.
II that we the case, what bex an "excellent" chance of takAs a matter of fact, the NegThe contract to construct the
NEW KC RULIS
Rea, Russell Loag,thotigh,pro- roes are
superstructure of the Interseses
going at this proposition raises would these lariats, Made ing the Senate and a "very good
WASHINGTON ore — The
24 bridge between Paducah awd Interstate Commerce Commis- pounds a down-home northern lvickwards. What they need lathe have new? That progress wesid eheacV' of winning House conBrookport was awarded Ti. Won has proposed new rules to LoaisianaUngesl legancy.
same viewpoint as that gained by have bees suds is the world? tre/.
thy.
Frustrated th his arts to
Or Amid the Mad be awned'
The Nashville &lap Co. was change the way moving compa- convince cbctors they should not an intelligent Negro in this comeawarded the contract after sub- nies estimate weight and pro- accept without question the claim try who went to Africa sometime by those who had the mem,
back, studied the situation umw know-bow and embalms to create
mitting • bid price at $11.4 bable charges for their custamers. "It appears that in many of drugs manufacturers, Long the natives there very Mrstelly, the values that are there?
minks.
Bias tor essetrection of the instances carriers are prone le cited at a bearing the case of and returned to the United States
Or - what is valve, vent IS
mperstrectere at Ow 1-24 bridge underestimate the
probable the father of his son - in-law, a saying: "Thank God, my ances- progress? Like the Mk bey
were salmdmed May I, tat the charges in an effort—delibersta New Orleans pdiysician:
who asked his rramlailher
Mae held up award at the coo- or otherwise—to obtin a Alp- "I wanted to sit down with tors were sold into slavery." be would
help him write a slog
Actually, the Negroes hi this
tract pending a close study of per's business,
the commission him, but the Lord called him country are not only =eh better paper. The great:nether replied
the wimise
home."
off thaa if they had remitted In he wild be glad to and asked,
The proposed bridge, a tour- said.
And whereas floor criticism their
ism spin Mich will rookie* the
native jungles the last three "What is the abject?" TheUtes
of Cabinet officers is usually
old Cobh Bridge at Paducah as
or four hunted years, they are boy said, "Ire are supposed to
settled and restrained, Long chothe main lialt between Southern
much better off than most all show that we are Beck better
Illinois and Western Kentucky,
se a day when neirly all mem- people
WILL REPLACE TAYLOR
of any race or any color off than the Indians were when
Is scheduled for conmpletkin In
HOLLYWOOD Oft — Actor bers were present and the visi- In any part of the world.
they owed the comitry.7 The
mid-ten
tor's gallery was jammed to
Then, too, the Negroes should' grandfather then said. "Ws
Cost of the new bridge will Dale Robertson, a dose friend
be shared * Keetutio and fill- of the late Robert Taylor, will scathe Labor Secretary George realise they have no claim to any think about that a mimed.IFNI
succeed him as bast of leis- Sdndtz:
reparations whatsoever. If the the Indians weed the condry
11w bid price of $11,472,227 vision's "Death Valley Days' "This man couldn't find his economy of the whole world
is to all the men had to do was hest
will gio tor the steel and cco- series. Taylor, who died June ankles with his hands Hecbsen't be turned imsicie down by di- and flab, the women did all the
crate of be superstructure and & hosted the Western series for know zero from nothing."
minds for imagined past hew wart, mut there were no tams to
The AMX is everything you'd expect a sports car to
approaches to the tnidge from three years. He replaced Ronald
tices, that we should have a pay. No," he said, "I'm sorry
be. Standard equipment includes a 290 CID engine,
bosh states. Dianne, Involved Reagan,when he decided to run
strange world indeed. The one but I can't help you write an arshort throw synchromesh 4-on-the-floor, dual
in the contract is 1.402 Mies. for governor of California.
ticle
with
a
sebject
-sping
like
that is clear Is Mey, like
lhat."
The new ammo beings
exhausts, Polyglas tires, rear traction bars, ale° m.p.h.
everyone else, have a claim to
speedometer and tech. All for a starting price of
only what they have earned, no
$3,297.*
more and no less.
Or, you can modify your AMX by adding an optional
As a matter of tact, if the
343 or a high performance 390 CID engine, and
Negroes have a claim for $500
BETTER LITE .....
custom performance equipment designed specifically
million or $6 billion or whatBy HUSTON HARVEY
for AMX by people like Hurst, Doug's Headers,
ever amount, what about the cla"Isky", Oifenhauser and Edelbrock.
SAN FRANCISCO (UPI)- im of the American Indians/ AftEAST HORNDON, Ragland UPI
er
all,
this
was
their
country
tsiThe Japanese, who have burliee the 'sly Larissa sports ear isr oder
- Police today saidarmedbudits
manfully sold everything from til the white man came and seised brood eight
restaursat employes NOT tof CUSTOM — Rock
it
for
himself.
$3,300.100*...where everything's going far you.
oysters to automobiles in the
Which is remindful of a recast into the We cellar and them sat Anger Barry Gibb of the
•Manufectun..‘" s•ggpmelffl
prre• F•••••/ r•••• mci•••••/.
United Suites. are adding tradowo
to
Moto and local tans. disiffestlon choices. it ans. notions orchalsisl.
await
the
arrival of BeGees group pulls up his
ditional Oriental drama to their poll taken on an Indian reserval. Assistant bumps
Alai Gedeos sleeve to show newsmen the
Ion, The poll revealed that 60
permanent exports.
$7,100 diamond - and - rubypercent of the Indians thought with $2,400 in a eashbxe.
They waited and waited, more studded wristwatch that got
Nippon Dream Kanko
we should get out of Viet Nam,
Ltd.. Japan's Largest entertain- and 95 percent of the Indians than 90 minutes after the resets- hini into trouble when he
ment complex. as spent 1-1 thought we should get out of the rant's opening time, and flsafly tried to enter England withJim Gregory, Salesman
million...on a new Kabuki Thea-: United States! Surely the Amer- went away, empty headed and out declaring the watch at
cursing.
customs. Gibb was fined $4,we/Restaurant in San Francis- ican Indians have a much clearer
1/4 Mi. From Univ.
Mayfield Rd.
Gedson shoved op half as hour 1100 for evading customs
co's Japanese Cultural and Trade claim to all of America and
duty.
later,
saying
he °vernier:it, thee
Center. The plush 850-seat res- everything in it than any others
his automobile broke does and
taurant houses the first perman- involved.
But there is another view to finally he had to take a bus to
ent foreign repertory theater ir
aaaaa
ratewe,
ets.•••
this. One of the interesting tra- work.
the U.S.
But, despite its name. Presi-,
dent Kunizo Matsu° of Nippon
•
Dram isn't ready to risk his
massive investment by playing
Kabuki, the centuries old dramatic form featuring descriptive dances and symbolic movements accompanied by choral
and orchestral music.
Instead. the Kabuki Theatre/
Restaurant's show consists of
an all-girl review and a "Kabuki
style- version of an American
•
play
which
became better
known as an Italian opera -"Madame Butterfly.:
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Japanese Drama
Is New Import
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CAIN & TREAS
MTN SAW
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BIG 8x 10
LIVING COLOR
PORTRAIT

990

Plus 50e haiallingchage

up to 4 photographed at
GROUPS: $1.00
extra per person.

LIMIT- I Per person
'2 per family

PHOTOGRAPHER'S HOURS
12 P.M. To .3 P.M.
And
4 P.M. To 8 P.M.
Sunday: I P.M. To 6 P.M.
Wednesday, June 25 T hru Sunday, June 29

It-AIR SNIPP111
CORER
Murray, Ky.
Open 9-9
Sunday 1-6

Acres Of
Free Parking

•

"tventualiy. we hope to introduce classical Kabuki and
'soh drama to American audi
cores." said Matsuo. "But our
opening programs are more
modified versions of traditional
Japanese entertainment because
we feel they will be more suitable and more appreciated by
American audiences. at least until they get some insight into
Japanese cultural directions."
The plays, including the new
"Butterfly. are performed in
Japanese with an English-speaking narrator explaining the story
beforehand. Matsuo breaks the
tradition of all-male casts in
Kabuki, by including a few acttresses, but actor NIonnosuke
Ichikawa has the role of Cho
Cho San,
me Butterfl).
The productio
use taped
accompaniment rath Than live
orchestration.
‘latsuo said he hoped to
change his program about once
a month. Troupes of some 100
entertainers, directors and technicians win be flown in from
Tokyo every 90 days to replace
.t.ktsomeolictv rrAns10.4 apa.n.
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PRACTICE MAKES PilitteCT Apollo 11 Moon-bound amercenauts are shown in front of the Lunar landing Module
shaulator during practice sessions at Kennedy Space Caster
in
Florida
. From left are Mike Conine, NMI Armstrong and
Edwin Aldrin, as they prepare tor their scheduled
flight to
land on the Moon, Jut,' 20.--.- 77▪
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RESOLUTION
Robert B. Ribble Jr., hope to:
WHEREAS, Vandal Wrather
- Develop a curriculum for
did for 19 years serve the patelementary and secondary
ple of Crdloway Cowl*, as Soil
teachers that focuses on the
Conservationist; and,
economic needs of the
WHEREAS, Vandal Wrather
disadvantaged.
did render meritorious and dedUNIVERSITY PARK, Pa.
Develop teaching
icated service to all of the farm
people o/ Calloway County; and (UPI) - Two professors at the techniques meaningful and
WHEREAS, Vandal Wrather Pennsylvania State University useful to the poor.
always demonstrated a genuine are helping to "help cure the - - Prepare teachers and
SERVICES OFFERED
Interest in the welfare of his social ills of the disadvantaged" educational personnel who will
WILL MOW lawns and other
people and conducted his work by training them in the facts of be committed to aiding
odd jobs. Call 753-8030 TFNC
with a spirit of
dollars and cents.
disadvantaged youth.
coperatin:d,
No
The two are putting together
Jobe
te
The professors have received
&nail
or
Large
CERAMIC TILE repair work
WHEREAS, Vandal Wrather a pilot program so teachers can a $10,000 grant from the
to be Appreciated
We also install shower doors
did depart this life on the 6th better relate economics to Departm
Free Estimates
ent of Health,
and tub enclosures. Phone 753day of May, 1909.
disadvantaged students.
Contact:
Education and Welfare(HEW) to
8095.
July-3-C
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT
Drs. Grant N. Farr and start the program.
RESOLVED by the Board of
WILL DO baby sitting with
Supervisor
s
of the Calloway Cosmall c
n in your home.
unty Soil Conservation District,
Answer to Yesterday's Puzsle
.1-26-Nt
meeting in regular session, that
I
l
e
t
r
i
:OD
a. es. and
E MAN desires an, II
they express appreciation for
001i
irir CIVU
5:00 p. ars
J-17-C services rendered to this Board
type work, part time. Phone
ACIK)SS
7-Adhesive
WilMN ONUU DU/
substance
753-3937 after 2:00 p. m. 3-35-P
and to the people of Calloway 1-0Peelln8
MN EWA LIHMOWL?
8-Declare
4-Lantem
County, and
9-Man's
8-Weeiwin
MAW
[JUR
NOTICE
nickname
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED 11-Macaw
UMNIA LiF4M fir 1J
10-Unadorned
12-Lamb's
pen
ELECTROLUX SALES & Ser- that a copy of this Resolution be
WANTED TO BUT
MUM VIIN NRU
14 Distance
name
vice, Box 213 Murray, Ky., C. mailed to his family, the news 13-Partner
mmwm
UV AVUOMM II
WANTED: good used dinette M. Sanders. Phone
16-Goal
indignant
15-Fee4
media,
and
a
copy
spread upon
VFW UOM CVO
382-3175,
la-Symbol for
at
set. Phone 7534350:
144-C Lynnville, Ky.
HMOrw! FiflU
July&C the minutes of this meeting as 17-Piggien
tantalum
a permanent record.
OUU
2I-Metal fasteners
111-Cooted lave
LADIES for the new curly look
Dated and done at Murray, 20-Hahoor sheet) 22-Preposition
'II
23-Pronoun
21-Music: as
or your very own style, the Kentucky, this the
[InI4 HMG MASC.
19th day
24-Vessel
warden
LOST A FOUND
"Hairdresser Beauty Salon" is of May, 1909.
MIR 11AWIM (JIM
22-Evergmentna 25-Htigh mountain
26-Dance step
23-Hurried
Lowell Palmer, Chairman 25-Devoured
LOST: 5 months old Beagle, presenting for the month of
-Obese
28
37-Facial
46-Chart
-Martin Hill, Secretary 26-Body of waiter
lost Friday in vicinity of Mea- July permanent waves at a spec29-Conjunction
expressions
47 Anglo-Sason
ial
savings
to
you
while
31-Strike
they
Thick
38
slice
moray
dow Lane Subdivision. Charles
ITC 27-Brick-carrying
32-Goddess of
39-Jury list
device
48-Period of time
Pitt. Reward. Phone 753-81168. last.
healing
40.Flocks
211-A state (abbr.)
Regular $12.50
49-Spread for
now $ 7.50
33 Hawaiian
41 Man's
29-Swiss river
1-26-C
drying
"
wreath
$15.00
nickname
30-Latin
" $10.00
34-Sailor
(colloq.)
conjunction
(collog
43-Parent
)
,
t -P404* 01 scale
"
$18.00
" $13.50
35 Animal's toot
44-1-febnow measure 53-Neer
31-Occurs
"
$25.00
" $17.50
CARD OF THANKS
33-Army officer
Call
753-3530
(Maw)
for
your
appointWe wish to express our deep
PUERTO ORDAZ, Venezuela 35-Hots
appreciation and thanks to our ment with one of these quali36-Cosier
fied
stylist; Wanda Nolin, Pam- (UPI) - The burglar who broke 37-Ocean
many friends and relatives for
into
Mrs.
Carmen
Esperanza 38-Quarrel
the kind expressions of sym- ela Woods, Sharon Buoy, Sylvia
40-Pronoun
xa)-c Lara's home couldn't have had it 41-Mohammedan
pathy extended to us following Carrico.
easier.
noble
the death of our father and An Offbeat Soup
Mrs. Laura had left a note for 42-Ordinence
grandfather, Johnnie S. Abort.
43-Footlike
pen
Swedish-style berry soup can her husband. It said: "Darling, 44-Japenem sash
A special thanks to Sgt. MO
sell Phillips for his coining to be made in minutes. Blend 4 the money for the installment 45-Indefinite
article
our aid, to the donors of food cups of bottled cranberny-apple for the car is in the top drawer 46-Defece
47-Egg dish
and flowers, Dr. H. C. Chiles, drink and 1 cup of'cubed peeled of the cabinet."
letter
The burglar collected th 504reek
Gus Robertson, Jr., Mrs. Rich- cucumber in electric blender.
52-Challenge
ard Farrell, the nephews who Gradually stir mixture into 1 $555. Before leaving he put a 54-Before
served as pallbearers, and the tablespoon of cornstarch in P.S. on Mrs. Laura's note. It 55-Part of lace
5644eavenly body
J. H. Churchill Funeral Home. saucepan. Stir in 2 tablespoons said: "Grams."
57-Mournful
May God's richest blessings of lemon juice and 1 cup
DOWN
of dry
The knitwear explosion 1-1..cag, Mender
rest upon each of you.
white wine. Cook over low heat,
fish
which erupted a year ago i
Elaine, Jimmy, Oneida, stirring constantly, until
2-Exist
mixture sweaters and knitshirts
Lloyd, Barbara, and Linda bubbles
for me
3-Went by
and thickens slightly. is now
4-Girl's
name
spreading
sport
to
coats
, 1TP Remove from heat, cover and
54n Intalk. hedh
slacks, dress shirts, suits an
6440te of scale
. h.
cool. Chill until ready to serve.
ester*
tsi
24‘
topcoats.

Dollar Sense
To Help Poor

UAL ESTATE POlt SALE

FOE SALE
SAVE ON INTEREST. The loan KITCED24 CABINET. Gootv
J-125
on this brick house can be trans- &non. Cali 753-3905.
ferred,
three-bedroom,
lie
baths, central heat and air, on A FEW five gallon milk cams.
Catalina. Kitchen with lots of 753-7875.
J-34-C
built-ins.
We are looking for a high
CLEAREN
SALE.
CE
Sewing
NEWLY decorated small 3-bedschool graduate wtu;)
box,
mall
tool
box,
room
12
room home with carport,
Martin House, Redwood - spice -wants a career in parts
air-conditioners, champ.
boa.
Also have doe houses with selling and handling
REAL NICE brick home with
detachable floors. Phone 753- with a Mid-South equipgarage apartment on acre
J-34-NC ment dealer. We offer
land, one-half mile out MAY- 1712.
field Highway.
LIVING ROOM furniture and good pay, unequalled em43-sr-RE tann on Pottertown T. V. Phone 7534435. 1-27-C ployee benefits including
Medical insurance, reRoad. Has WON highway heatSPINET PIANO.. We have le- tirenient plan, and uniage for building lots.
cited
stored
and
this piano. Ra forms are furnished
NICE small retirement home in
. No
Pine Muff Shores. 2-bedroom, sponsible person with good cre- previous experience nee
large closets, air-conditioned, dit can take on small payment estuary.
We will train you.
partly furnished and on a dou- contract. Write before we send
No
traveling.
Write givtruck
Joplin
Piano,
Joplin,
ble lot. Will conaider any reaMo., 64801.
1-211-P ing complete information
sonable cdfer.
TWO-STORY home on Keene- TWO SIAMESE fentale kittens, to:
land. We may be able to trans- two months old. Both have had
Simon & Gwynn, Inc.
fer loan. Foyer, formal
their shots. $15.00 each. Phone
P. 0. Box 11242
room, library, family room, kit- 436-2358.
1-26C
Memphis, Tenn. 38111
chen with built-ins, 3 bedrooms,
DO YOU WANT a milk can to
lit baths. Bargain.
124e
LARGE waterfront lot in Late- antique? If so, call 753-8077.
way Shores, Two other nice lots.
1-26-P
TWO WATERFRONT lots
ELECTRIC
USED
stove,
$15-00;
Pine Bluff Shores, 3 lots with
beautiful water views, and 3 Fridge $20.00; Westinghouse
heavy duty washer, $60.00, black
lots back from water.
and
white TV 03.00. Phone
SMALL BRICK house on South
1-213-P
15th. 2 bedrooms, close to Uni- 753-8498.
versity. Priced right.
GIRLS CLOTHES, sizes 8 and
THREE-BEDROOM, nearly new 10, boys clothes, sizes 3 and 4
home, with basement, on 2 acres toddler. Phone 753-5899.
of land, on Highway 94.
- J-26-C
LUXL'RY LIVING with excelBEAGLE
PUPPIES,
6 weeks
lent income from renting to 10
To establish own credit
3-26-C
university students. House has old. Phone 435-4725.
brokerage business. No
7 bedrooms, 3 baths, central
1968 MODEL air-conditioner, investment. To help
get
hest and air, located one block
12,000 BTU, 1967, 40" G. E. started we
from university.
guarante
e
electric range, 1967, 16 cubic
$150 weekly to man
157 ACRE FARM southwest of foot
no-frost Hot-Point refireLynn Grove.
meeting our requireerator. Call 753-8732.
3-26-C
LARGE BUILDING lots in Ca
ments. Age no barrier.
melot Subdivision.
DELUXE 27-inch wide window
Write: Manager, BOX
SMALL HOUSE at Midway, 3- fan, thermostat control. Almost
700, Painesville, 0/110
bedroom, carport, only $8,500. new, $40.00. See at 514 Broad
44077.
1tp
TWO-BEDROOM house on com- or call 753-7770.
J-26-C
mercial lot, close to university.
20-ACRE FARM with beautiful CAR LICENSE directories for
HELP WANTED
'3-bedroom home, 2-car garage, Calloway County and Marshall
dining room, family room, and County. Phone 753-5572 or 753- WANTED: bookkeeper
, typist
3-28-C
fireplace, close to Sugar Creek 5579.
Apply in own handwriting to
Church.
P. 0. Box 32-t, giving previous'
IJXE FINER things in life? MASSEY FURGUSON hay haler experience and
references.
You should see this mobile and New-Holland rake in good
3-26-C
home. 12' x 60'. It has every- condition. Can be seen after
thing.
430 p.m. or call Purview 367- EVENING FREE??? No experWE HAVE building lots in 3949. John McClinton, Pigz ience needed to earn 25% coax.
Sherwood Forest.
mission demonstrating toys. No
P.oute I •
24 ACRES on Ervin Cobb Road.
investment.
Car
necessary.
70 ACRE FARM with spring ENGAGEMENT RING and wed- Write Toy Ladies Party Plan;
fed creek. only 2 miles from ding band. Call 753-1916 before Johnstown, Pa. 15902. H444-P
Murray. Real nice home. Has 5:00 p. m. and ask for Mary.
3 bedrooms. 2 baths, fireplace
TFNC
FOR RENT
ELEGANT 2-story brick on So.
11th. Deep lot with big oak NEW HEAVY DUTY cutters, NEW MOBILE HOME for rent
trees. HAS 4 bedrooms, 1% 65HP gear box, stump Jumper 12' x 55'. Nicely furnished, air
highs. family room -kitchen com- and solid tail wheel. Heavy en- conditioned. Located on shady
bination. study, huge closets, ough to cut 4" bushes, gentle lot. No children or pets, couple
Lots of storage.
enough to cut your lawn. V only. References required. Con10 ACRE FARM with modern pick-up models, $325.00. Also tact Robert Wiggins at Wiggins
4' pick-up and 5' pull models. Furniture or call 753-4566, be3-bedroom brick on Ky. 783.
55 ACRES, well fenced, excel- Vinson Tractor Co., 753-4892. tween 8:00 a. m. and 5:30 p. m.
TFC
lent pasture, 3-bedroom brick
July 12-C only.
home.
FURNISHE
D
HOUSES
and
OLD 4-bedroom frame on 1 SINGER automatic sewing ma- apartments for boys summer
chine.
Sews
forward
and
backacre. Big maples in yard.
ward, monograms, fancy de- and fall semester. Phone 753lur ACRES with 3-bedroom
5865 days - 75345106 after 3
house. Has den-Kitchen com- signs, all without attachments. p.
TIC
Sold new for $319.50. Balance,
bination, 2-car garage. Close to
$88.40
or
take
over
payments
TWO - BEDROOM apartment
Martin's Chapel.
of $9.10 a month. Phone 753- Air-conditi
REAL NICE 2-bedroom frame,
oner, carpets, elec6653.
1-25C
tric kitchen, carport. Call 753modern
kitchen,
hardwood
floors in living room, on Con- 1968 MODEL Singer 7.11.2.ag in 5675.
TIC
p. cord Highway.
desk. This machine sews de- ONE AND
two-bedroom furACRE wooded tract on Pot- corative designs, blind hems,
nished apartments oft South
tertown Road.
sews on buttons and makes but- 16th. Zimmerma
n Apartments
105' x 180' Commercial lot on tonholes without the use of atPhone 753-6609.
July-3-C
South 2nd.
tachments. Only $58.90 cash or
190' a 100' commercial lot on terms of $4.97 per month. For TWO FAMILY house for rent
Railroad Ave.
free home trial call collect Pa- or sale on Pine Street. Newly
3-BEDROOM brick on Keene- ducah, 442-8605.
1-25-C decorated inside and out. Shown
land. 2 baths, carpeted, patio.
by appointment. Phone 753-3972,
2-BEDROOM brick, new, on 1969 DELUXE twin needle Zig144-C
Zag in nice console. Does not
Shady Lane.
3-BEDROOM brick, new, on Cat need attachments to make TWO - BEDROOM apartment,
buttonholes, monograms, blind carpeted, air-conditioned, stove,
alma.
WE ARE LISTING new property hems, sews twin designs and refrigerator. Couples or teachevery day. Wayne Wilson Insur. sews' on buttons. Pull price only ers only. Phone 753-2898.
ance & Real Estate, 202 South $35.49 or $4.09 per month.
3-27-C
4th., Phone 753-3263. After 5:00 Twenty year guarantee. For free
AIRCOND
IONED
trailer, all
p. m. and Saturday afternoons home trial call collect Paduelectric, size 8' x 40'. Rent $45
call 753-5086 or 753-4810. Way- cah, 442-8605,
1-25-C per
month. Call 489-3823.
ne Wilson and Edna Knight. We
3-25-C
sponsor your Swap-Shop.
NEW eight-track catridge
NEW
corder
two-bedroom
and player. Only two
duplex aJleft, $99.00 each. Leach's Mu- partment, furnished or =furIMTUCILY LAKE Lots For sic and T. V., Dixieland Shop- fished. Summer months only.
Sale: Kenna/ Shores at Ham- ping Center. Phone 753-7575. Phone 7534575.
3-26-NC
lin, 100' a200', $696 and $895;
1-36-C 2-BEDROOM
trailer, on private
Central water available, lake
access and boat ramp, $10 down HOUSE to be given away, lo- lot. Electric heat and air-conand $10 per month. Take 121 cated at 106 North 10th St. ditioning. Couple only. Call 7533-26-C
southeast to New Concord, then Must be moved. Call 753-3182 6311.
444 northeast to Kenna', fol- or contact Memorial Baptist TWO-BEDROOM houite
with
Church office.
1-34-C bath, located
low signs. Phone 436-5320.
one-half mile nor21-FOOT Freezer and Maytag th of Hazel on 641 Phone 492.1-26-C
BY OWNER: Three-bedroom washer, wringer type. Priced 8533.
brick on Keeneland Drive. Ex- reasonable. Both almost new. NEATLY FURNISHEI1 aparttru include seperate paneled Call 753-6683 after 4:00 p. m. ment with two bedrooms,
den
family room; carpeting throughand kitchen. Located 100 South
out; avocado refrigerator, range
13th Street. Kelly's Pest Conand dishwasher; disposal; large SPOTS before your eyes-on trol.
3-38-C
landscaped lot Under $23,000.- your new carpet-remove them
00 Phone 753-7424.
with Blue Lustre Rent electric FURNISHED two-bedroom ashampooer $1. Big "K". 1-28•C partment, available July 1, close
to college. Phone 753-3108
FISHING RIG. Fiberglass boat,
3-36-C
AUTOS FOR SALE
25 H. P. motor, trailer accessories.
Phone
753-7689.
CHEVROL
1965
1-25-C
ET pick-up, 6POE SALE
cylinder. straight shift. Short
GROCERY STORE at South
wheel base. Phone 753-8359.
Marshall, doing good business 15% root RUNABOUT boat.
1-24-C and
the price is right Reason 15 H. P. Evinrude motor and
1965 FORD Station wagon Cus- for selling; Doctor said "Get trailer, electric starter, two gas
tom 500, 352 angina, cruisemauc Out". Come and see it or call tanks. windshield and lights.
drive. Phone 753-8498. 3-39-P Benton 527-8049.
1-26-C $550.00 Phone 753-8074.
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BLACK TOP PAM
A. Z. FAFtLEY
Phone 753-5502

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
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Note Helps
'Polite' Burglar

Peanuts®
Ern
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by Charles M. Schulz
NN
I'M WRITING
ANOTHER PO6T CARD

TO 6NOOPE,

1

WE'LL BE HOME BEFORE
HE GET IT...

OF COOR6E WE WILL!

cc

STILL DON'T UNDER5TANP
0
4
VACATION POST CARPS,D0'?O0?

It

Nancy

by Ernie Bushiniller
EVEN MY DAD'S
COMPUTER IS
GOING CRAZY
WITH THE HEAT

Abbie 'N Slats

by R. Van Buren

I WAS YAWN:: PREAMIN' THAT
I'M FLOATiN' UP HERE WHEN
SUDOE NLY THESE FIG#4TER
PLANES START SLASTiN'
ME WITH ../ 6ASPI„,

Lil' Abzwr

brAlCaPp

f
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COM OUT WKAREVER
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Forage Fact
for
The Farmer

BOONE'S
ANNOUNCES

By
Jim Edwards
Area Extension Forage Specialist
Technology changes and costprice relationships will have an
Impact on forage production and
feeding for dairymen in the future.
According to some authorities,
It is expected that higher prices
for feed grain will encourage
more economical production of
forage crops. Indications are that
the trend will be toward increased mechanisation of brags systems built around feedbag of
complete-feed silage. It is antiat London's Heathrow Airport (left) last May 21. and as a child %tar in 1939.
cipated group feeding of animals
will largely replace individual
feeding of grain.
Since forages account for something like 25 to 30 percent of
total milk production costs, this
is a cost area worth considering.
Producers should consider all
methods of cost reduction. Prob.
ably the most important would be
to increase both the yields and
nutritive value of the forage
crops.
Yields of legumes and grasses
are generally low when compared
to corn silage. A major reason
for this is that improved practices used in producing and harvesting legume-grass crops has lagged far behind those used in growing and harvesting corn and other
grain crops.
Yields of 100 to 150 bushels of
corn per acre are not uncommon
on the most productive land, yet
yields of 6 to 10 tons of alfalfa
have been obtained only in recent
Her first lhambeised was reaspeser-arraiager David Rose (left). bee fifth. Mickey Deans.
years.
ottlAio %WNW EpaDS—Judy Garland. whose singing and acting career was filled with
The reason for low forage yieldreams over the rainbow, and nightmares from bouts with alcohol and drugs, was found
ds can be attributed, for the most
dead in the bathroom of her home in the Bohemian Chelsea district of London by
part, to low levels of fertilizather
ion. Reports indicate something
fifth husband, Mickey Deans. She was 47.
like 10 percent of the acreage
of hay and pasture is fertillted.
second phase of the contest conThis compares to more.than 90
sisted of interviews with eatpercent of .the corn crop being
ideally recognized businessmen
fertilized. However, the average
and educators, who judged Rograte of application has gradually
er on his poise, knowledge, app.
Increased for both crops during
stance, and ability to handle
Brownlow L. Robbins of Gar- recent years.
Fertilizer is one
Mundt in's
a
-like mann- and Avenue, Paris. Tennesse
e, of the few production inputs which
er ihreaaheitst &allowing sav- died on Sunday
at 5:00 p.m. at costs no more per unit
today than
anna. SF was also questioned l))
the Baptist Hospital in Rena- 8 to
10 years ego.
ea the material in his resume, ho He
was 64
Numerous experiments have
with included letters of recoFuneral services will be held shown the relationship
At the
of date
PM Stitaliethdi gunendation from members of
toisisass chi WNW lama. lbculty of the School of Arts and Tuesday at 1 p.m. at LeDon and method of harvest and forage
Chapel
with
Rev. D. W. quality. Also, forage quality is
tisk Rages TILIParryotlaisk Sciences at Murray State as well
Cadiz,
of
Ky. related to number of cuttings.
Zs. recabed first place awards as from the School of Business. Billington
officiating. Burial will be in For exanple, harvestin
he has coatests of tatiooal comg four
In speaking of Roger's selecWiliam
Cemetery. times instead of three have repatina Roger is the son of Mr. tioa as Mr. Future Business Ex- Buck
Ridgewa
Morticia
y
ns will be in suited in higher yields and higher
and Mrs, W. H. Perry of Route ecutive of Phi
Lambda natOne, Belem and the grandson ionally, one of the national per- charge of all arrangements. The quality of legume-grass crops.
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NEW PROFESSIONAL
AUTOMATIC WASHERS
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Federal State Market News
Service 6-24-60 Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market Report
Includes 10 Buying Stations,
Receipts 1066 Head. Barrows
and Gilts, Fully 50 cents Lower; Sows. Steady.
VS 2-3 200-260 lbs $24 50-25.00,
Few 1-2 $25.25;
US 2-4 190 240 lbs 12400.24.50
US 2-4 230 260 lbs 12350-24,00;
L'S 3-4 250-2191) lbs $23 00-23.50;
SOWS:
US 1-2 270-350 lbs $20 50-21 25;
US 1-3 300150 lbs $19 75-20 50;
US 2-3 460450 lbs 118 75-19 75
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TRY THESE CONVENIENCES AT BOONE'S
Plenty Of Parking
Free Spray Starch
Automatic lroners
All Size Washers
10 To 50 Lbs.

Full Time Attendent
Large Dryers
Hair Dryer
Dollar Bill And
Coin Changers
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In keeping with
Boone's 37 yaw

tradition of
bringing,io the
Murray housewives
the latest in
cleanliness, speed,
variety arid
convenience, we
at BOONE'S take
pride in announcing
these new
improvements
in laundering.
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COIN OPERATED LAUNDRY PRESSES

This Coin Laustdry on Story Avenue has two automatic
finger tip control—coin operated presses. This press will iron flat pieces,
shirts, work
pants etc. . . . Press in 20 minutes what it would take an
hour or more
to iron at home. Attendants will gladly give you a free
demonstration.
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DO THE FAMILY LAUNDRY IN COOL COMFORT
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NEW COMMERCIAL
AIR CONDITIONING
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teed to wash clothes cleaner than
any home washer, handle anything up to 20 lbs., fully automatici
and" designed to handle today's .e
permanent press fabrics. You will
not believe what these washers
will do until you try them and see!
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